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Bookstore manager resigns
By ALAN ANDERSON
News Editor

Citing conflicting operating
pholosophies with his supervisor,
Director of Auxiliary Services
Wendell Hill, as well as -what he
termed "personal" reasons,
University Bookstore Manager
Fred Davenport has resigned his
position effective Sept. 1.
"For over a year I have not been
happy here,'' said Davenport, who
gave Hill the official notice of his
resignation in a three-line letter
dated Feb. 2. It cited no reasons for
the action.
"He's never going to be happy
with anything 1·do anyway, good
bad or indifferent," Davenport
said. "My prof~ssional careerwould be best served by leaving.''
"I . have my own ideas what
management is, what it should be,
what a manager does, and his
ideas differ from mine," he said.
Davenport claims he "made
strong efforts to conform to his
(Hill's) way of thinking," but in doing so created a discomfort for
himself. "That's a disservice to me
and a disservice to him."
"I just think it's better for him to
have someone here that's in tune
with his way of thinking and his

ideas of what the managementadministrative mix in the store
(should be)," he said.
Neither . Davenport nor Hill
would be specific as to their differences, Hill saying only, "Fred
has chosen to resign as manager of
the store, and he has his reasons
for doing that."
Davenport stated, "If he's unwilling to air (the differences), so
-am I."
As to Davenport's performance
as manager of the store, Hill said,
"I think Fred has given the store a
good effort." On the statement
regarding Davenport's inability to
please Hill, Hill disagreed. ''I think
there certainly are some things he
does that I'm pleased with," Hill
said, although he did not name any
specifics.
Davenport named what he calls
"unspecific. specifics" for his
-departure. "The position doesn't
offer sufficient growth potential.
While the monetary rewards are
adequate, I derive very little personal satisfaction from the work I
do," he said.
"You can draw some speculations. One does not simply resign
without another position unless one
feels strongly about it," said
Davenport, who at this time does

not have another job awaiting him.
"I find I've always enjoyed r
greater freedom of action in the
workplace than I do here," Davenport said, attributi.Jlg that partly to
the fact it's a state-run operation.
"I consider myself a professional - and would like to continue ,
to do so," he said. "I will say I've
felt personally less professional
here than I would like."
Davenport has spent most of his
professional career working with
college bookstores, as he was
employed by Harper & Rowe textbooks, Utah State University and
Weaver State College before coming to Central.
The Brigham Young University
graduate said, "Right now I feel
the need for something with more
focus." . He says he's looking
seriously for work in private enterprise.
"I like the store, I like the
university, physically I ·like
Ellensburg, and for the most part I
enjoy the employees in the store,"
Davenport said. "But what makes
one uncomfortable; one does
something about.''
As for a word of advice to the QUITIING - CWU Bookstore manager Fred Davenport has resigned the posinext University Store manager, tion he has held since December of 1978.
Davenport said merely, "Move
slowly." -

$5 fee gains the support of 20%
With so many students in such a
financial bind, there was much
concern over the success of the
Associated Students of Central's
proposed voluntary five dollar fee,
· which was added to tuition in order
to boost the· depleated budgets of
the athletic and intramural departments.
The students gave a nod of approval to the fee, as 20 percent of
Photo by Mott McGillP.n
them paid it, ammounting to over
DISGUSTED - Central sophomore Brod Williamson is anything but pleased $5,000 in additional revenue, which
over the class offerings at 4 p.m. on the second day of registration.
will be divided equally between the
two
groups, allowing them to mainRegistration

Not so simple for some
REGISTRATION - For some it
Finally, though, youshiftandadis such a simple task, that it seems just and make it through. Only to
a bother to get up so early and be told you have walk all the way to
stagger into the SUB ballroom to Mitchell Hall to part with your
fill out the necessary forms.
hard earned green stuff (or Uncle
Oh sure, there are the annoying Sam's, as the case may be).
little things. Waiting in line for
But once you've finished, you
your turn to go in. That anxiety of can look back and smile. It's over
whether Hitler... , er, the sargerit at and done with. At least for another
arms will really check your com- quarter.
puterized permit to register (or
But for an ill-fated few, the
that all-important signed adviser hassles are much more severe.
"l can't get anything in
card).
And there's always those few in- anything," said CWU sophomore
considerate ones who try to get in Brad Williamson, who was sitting
early and throw the whole schedule in the ballroom at 4 p.m. on the seoff.
cond and final day, fumbling
Or how about waiting in line to through a class offering book tryhave your schedule processed and ing to fill out his schedule.
watching the classes you want -"I.guess somebody's got to get
close right before your very eyes. the short end of the stick," he said.
Or not having the right sequence . "It's just when it's you ... "
number or day or time or place. Or
According to Registrar Louis
more importantly, that much Bovos, however, this year was no
bally-hooed
''instructors
See REGISTRATION, Page 15
signature".

tain all curre'lt programs.
thought if we · brought in $5,000,
The success of the fee made it we'd be doing pretty well," but he
possible for the Nicholson Pavilion admits, "with the gut feeling I had,
pool to remain open for student ~e that's more than I re~lly
for at least the remainder of the expected._"
year. While hours have not yet
Something that didn't help matbeen set, at least the possibility of ters any, was the fact students who
total closure is now out of the ques- received financial aid had to go out
of their way to pay the fee. It
tion.
"It didn't look like we were going seems when they picked up their
to be able to do that," said John checks, if they wanted to pay the $5
Drinkwater, director of student ac- they had to move to another line in
the cashiel"S office to do-so. "Who
tivities.
Drinkwater claims he remained knows how much money we lost
optimistic throughout, saying, "I there," Drinkwater said.

Taylor arrested, held in Seattle
By MATI McGlllEN
Sports Editor

Central basketball star Lucky
Taylor, who had his share of trouble on the court this past season despite finishing as the Wildcats
top scorer - has found trouble off
the court as well.
The 6-foot-7 junior from Anchorage Alaska was arrested April
2 for shoplifting from a local
business. Taylor's problems were
compunded when a routine computer check revealed that he was
wanted for an ·outstanding Seattle
Police Department warrant.
The warrant stated that the
25-year old Taylor had failed to appear for a scheduled King County
court date in connection with an
assualt charge stemming from an
incident that occured in Seattle in
December of last year, early in the
Wildcats' season ..
Taylor left the team in the middle of the season after

theft charge Tuesday in
Ellensburg Municipal Court. He
did not enter a plea at that time.
No court date has been set for
Taylor, who will be defended by a
court-appointed laywer, as he
. must first face the charge of failing
: to appear in connection with the
Seattle crime, which is a felony.
Taylor was transported to the
· coast by the King County Sheriff's
· department Tuesday afternoon
and is scheduled to appear in a
Seattle court iater this week.
Nicholson, in his 17th season at
LUCKY TAYLOR
the helm of the Wildcats, is well
philosophical differences with Cen- known for his off the court a ctral Coach Dean Nicholson but tivities with regards to helping his
returned a short time later to help players when they occasionally Jet
lead the 'Cats to their eighth into trouble.
,
: straight District 1 title and 15th
Nicholson said that he would try
1 trip to the national NAIA tournato help Taylor also if he could, but
he wanted to find out
the facts
ment in 17 years.
Accused of allegedly stealing a before he made ~ statement. " He
toothbrush from Bi-Mart,. Taylor (Taylor) thou~~t it w~s ~11 cleared
was arrainged on a third-degree . up Jver there, he said.

all

lla~alonally
Central Washington Univ<::rsity

Ghost is maior attraction
CHARLESTON, S.C. (CH) The "ghost" of room 1123 apparently found what he was ·looking for, but not before he attracted
a lot of attention.
The strange whitish-green light
first appeared in the room of two
cadets at The Citadel as a defused
flash, then grew into a pen light sized glow and finaly to a light the
size of a foot-rule. The two cadets,
Robert L. Grenko and Bruce S.
Harding, discovered it would respond to commands, moving up to
the ceiling to indicate yes and
down to the floor for no.
Almost as quickly, the eerie light
became ~ major campus attraction. Hundreds of cadets and
school officials regularly converged on room 1123 of the First Bat-

talion barracks, disturbing the
study time of Grenko and Harding.
"I saw it and so did six other people in the room with me," says Lt.
Col. Dick Clarke, director of public
relations at The Citadel. "If it is a
hoax, it's a very good one."
Few seem to believe it's a hoax.
l\1ost prefer the theory that the
light is the spirit of a Citadel cadet
killed in a fall during the early
1960s. The story says he was a resident of room 1123 and came back to
claim his class ring. The light itself
has reportedly confirmed this tale.
It seemed to be further confirmed when the light stopped coming-much to the relief of the two
beleagured cadets-on Friday the
13th, the day senior cadets receiv- .
ed their class rings

Privacy is in question at
University of ·Maryland
ANNAPOLIS, Md. (CH)
Through the first 12 years of
school, most students learn to
dread the day report cards are sent
home.
Once in college, however, some

· Stats show
students as
uninformed
BALTIMORE, Md. (CH) - How
much do you know about the world
around you? ·
Not much, if you're a college student, at least according to a recent
Educational Testing Ser.vice
survey.
The national study put 101 questions on international issues to
groups of freshmen and seniors at
four-year colleges and to two-year
college students. Less than 10 percent of the freshmen and two-year
students and less than 15 percent of
the seniors could answer twothirds of the questions correctly.
Although seniors did slightly better than freshmen and two-year
students, all of those surveyed had
a common body knowledge, says
Steve Klein of ETS.
Questions on religion and
American or world history proved
particularly difficult, Klein said,
while health questions were most
often correctly answered.
Education majors ranked lowest
on the spectrum, while history majors, math and engineering
students topped the list.

learn that by using federal privacy
laws, they can keep their grade
transcripts secret-even from
their parents.
That condition has angered a
Maryland couple, and they've
taken that anger all the way to the
state legislature.
l\1rs. and Mrs. Jerome Kamchi
of Potomac, Md., say they tried for
two years to see the grade
transcripts of their son, Mark, now
a junior at the University of
Maryland. They finally took their
frustration to state Delegate
Judith Toth, who has sponsored a
bill to remedy the situation.
The legislation would permit the
state's higher education board to
establish guidlines for giving
parents access to the records of
their dependent offspring. State officials say the bill won't conflict
with the Buckley Amendment, the
federal law establishing the
privacy of student records.
University of Maryland administrators disagree. They say
parents who file a form proving the
financial dependency of a student
can already obatin access to grade
transcripts, unless the student objects.
They say curious parents are
told to consult first with the student
involved. "We like to keep the
university out of a family differences as long as possible," says
David Adamany, vice president of
acadmenic affairs at Maryland.
.The Kamchis insist parents have
a right to know how a dependent
son or daughter is doing in school
so they can head off problems
before they become too serious.

FOREIGN CAR, .
REPAIRS AND PARTS

vw
DATSUN
TOYOTA.
INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-55;l9
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Survey finds Coke, Miller
college students favorites
'By Notional On-Campus Report

Ye shall know them by their products. And yea,
those products shall multiply.
Take, for example, the fact three out of four college students own hand-held calculators. Half have
10-speed bikes, and six out of ten own tennis rackets.
What with calculating, biking and tennis playing,
you'd think students would be kept pretty busy. but
lo-38 percent of college students say they own a
backgammon set. And a whopping 46 percent own a
Monopoly game (perhaps they count their money
with their hand-held calculators).
This is only a sampling of the findings from twfr
recent surveys, one by l\1onroe l\1endelsohn
Research Inc. and the other by Communications &
Advertising Services to Students (CASS) . Totether,
the surveys are a veritable Who Buys What among
college students. Herewith, some of the more interesting tidbits:
*The "natural look" not withstanding, cosmetic
use is booming on campus. Eight out of 10 female
undergrads use mascara and blusl)er, and nearly as
many (72 percent) use eye shadow. Two-thirds use
nail polish. And-here's a puzzler-lipstick is most
apt to be used in the South and least in the West.

·*The leather look is all the rage in footwear, with
65 percent of women and 37 percent of men owning
leather boots.
*NeXt to the calculator, the most popular appliance is the blow-dryer. Eight out of 10 women
own one, as do six out of 10 men.
*Here's encouraging news: Only 18 percent of
students smoke cigarettes, and 65 percent of those
undergrads who do smoke, smoke low-tar brands.
*Playboy is the leading magazing among men on
campus, reaching an astonishing 43 percent of all
male students. The leader among women is
Glamour, reaching one in three females.
*"School spirit" is high, with 83 percent of
students saying they drink alcoholic beverages. The
most popular inebriant is beer, with 70 percent of
the students drinking it. Among liquors, vodka is the
favorite, used by 49 percent. Rum is a close second
at 46 percent.
*In the soft drink department, students rank their
favovites in this order: Coke, Pepsi, Tab, Dr. Pepper, and 7-Up. Least favorite are Fresca, Vernors,
Schweppes and Diet-Rite.
*Favorites in domestic beer, in order, are Miller
High Life, Budweiser, Lite, Michelob and ' Coors.
Among imports, the clear favorite is Molson Golden
Ale.

Womb' party offends officials
(CH) - Fraternity fun has turned suddenly serious at several
campuses.
At Lafayette College, students
and faculty members reacted
angrily to a "Back to the Womb"
party at the campus Delta Upsilon
chapter, saying it was sexist and
offensive to women. Seven campus
groups, including four sororities,
signed a letter to the student
newspaper protesting the party
theme and describing it as a
"flagrant violation of the principles on which coeducation is based: equality and respect."
What
protestors
found
disrespectful were the party
decorations, which allegedly included a basement barroom made
to look like a womb, with red tissue
over the lights, a large-scale
replica of a used tampon, female
breasts made of water balloons
and replicas of fetuses that had
been aborted with coat hangers.
Members of both student faculty
women's groups say the party is
simply a blatant example of the
sexist attitudes common at
Lafayette. The administration is
investigating the incident, and
could recommend disciplinary action against the fraternity.
Officials of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology are also
considering disciplinary action
against a fraternity which held an
. anti-gay rally in Harvard Square
and distributed literature recommending capitol punishment for
homosexuals.
Fraternity members say the rally was a prank, part of an annual
series of fake rallies at which
popular causes are satirized.
Gay students at both Harvard
and MIT say they had no way of
knowing the rally was a joke, and
some even feared for their safety.
Fraternity members allegedly attached some of their anti-gay
literature to the severed heads of
lambs, but have not sent letters of

apology to the students who
discovered the heads. The fraternity has also apologized to the gay
student group at MIT.
At Washington University in St.
Louis, two members of Zeta Beta
Tau fraternity haved been charged
with raping a student. A county
grand jury has delivered indictments for "first degree sexual
abuse," says Dean of Student Af-

fairs Harry Kisker, and the case
should be heard within five or six
months. The young men face trouble on campus as well, and by the
end of March they should appear
before the University Judicial
Board on charges of ''physical
abuse." l\1eanwhile, social activities for the entire ZBT house
have been suspended, for reasons
other than the alleged rapes, says
Kisker.

Tax returns ,

·ro file or not to file
Campus News Digest Service

As April 15 draws near, Americans will be searching, digging, and shuffling through the past year's records in preperation for that woeful day
when they must file their Federal Income Tax returns.
For some the upcoming weeks will be hectic and tense as their anticipation grows to anxiety over the sum of their tax owed. Many of us,
however, will find that filing our return will be short and sweet.
The primary question confronting most of us will be whether or not we
even need to file a return.
The IRS requires all persons under the age of 65, single, who earned
$3300 or more to file a return. If you are married and under the age of 65,
the wage requirement is $5400 and up. An important thing to remember is
that even though you may not be required to file a return, if tax was
withheld from any earnings over the past year you must file to receive a
·
refund. The IRS does not send out refunds automatically.
After filing for a refund, be sure to notify the IRS of any address
change. These checks will not be forwarded by the postal service and if
not claimed a statute of limitations allows for forfeiture.
The IRS provides us with nwnerous forms and instructions to aid in the
preperation and filing of our return. Needless to say, these forms and in·
structions are written in the mystrious jargon of governmental
bureaucrats and can be quite befund~g to the average person.
We ponder, do I use the short form ( 1040A) or the long form ( 1040)? The
answer to this question lies in the amount of computed tax oweable to the
IRS. That form which provides the least amount of tax should be used.
However, if you elect to use the long form and itemize your deductions
you must have no less than $2300 in deductions.
After comparing the totals on both forms and meeting the minimwn requirement for deductions, you are eligible to use Form 1040. But there
may be a few items worth noting. Do not overlook any possible deductions.
Deductibles can include interest paid on student loans, interest on car
payments, sales tax on the purchase of a new car, as well as state and
local taxes withheld from your salary for the reporting year. Most student fees and expenses for college are not accepted for deductions.

See TAXES, Page 3
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Computer dating new ·t o CWU
·

By CINDY PHIPPS
Of the Campus Crier

Computers are fast becoming a
very imi><>rtant part of the everyday world. In some instances they
can do the work of hundreds of people in haH the time. Now it looks as
if computers are going to help
students at Central in finding
dates.
John Wines is a student assistant
in the Computer Science Department and a math major. He claims
the idea for a computer dating service, that 160 men and 80 women
have so far shown an interest in
and signed up for.
Wines says that when the Computer Science Club, of which he is
president, was started in February
the members wanted a big activity
to start it off with. The Girls Club
offered to help ·out in the fund
raiser and will be splitting the profits with the Computer Science
Club.

I
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Taxes.

From-page-two- - - - - 1

names are matched according to women still feel uncomfortable
compatability. This method would about calling a man and asking for
Another important aspect of tax computation is assessing total taxable
make it possible for someone to be a date.
income. the list of that which is considered taxable income is quite long
compatable with more than one
Wines stressed that the Com- and space limits including it in its entirety. As most of us know, heading
person in the computer.
puter Dating se·rvice is all in fun the list is all wages, salaries, bonuses, commissions, fees and tips. This
and is a unique way for people to includes money received in most college work-study programs. Grants
For 50 cents students can recieve meet others. ~'Part of the reason are usually not taxable, however, unless a service is given in return for
the name and phone number of we did this is because we want pee>- the funds.
U:ieir potential date. However, it is pie to realize that mathmaticians
Once you have received your refund or paid any amount owed bear in
the students responsibility to con~
and computer science majors are mind that you are still responsible for that return. You may be required to
tact that person and arrange for a not nose in the air intellectuals provide receipts and proof of expenditures up to three years following the
meeting.
with plastic pocket liners. We want filing date. In other words, you may not be audited beyond that three year
_people to see how we are capable of limitation.
Since it appeared on the first day
helping them," he added.
H, after struggling with the various forms and instructions, you're still
of registration for spring quarter,
The
Compute~
Science
Depart·
unsure
about what you're doing, do not despair. The IRS will compute
the Computer Dating Service has
ment
will
begin
matching
names
your
tax
for you. The amount of information you must provide varies with
recieved a very positive response.
lath.
Office
hours
each
return
and should be dealt with on a case by case basis. Questions
Monday
April
"Students and faculty both are taking it as a humourous thing to do," will be from 3 to 4 p.m. Monday may also be difectly presented at the local Internal Revenue Office. The
thl-ough Friday and 6 to 8 p.m. on IRS provides a toll free number which· may be utilized to obtain similar
said Wines.·
Monday in Bouillon Hall, room 115. information.
Finally, after many hours of wearing, lead biting, and calculations,
He also says that it seems the Anyone interested in finding out
the
name
of
their
computer
many
people find the feat too arduous and must resort to professional
women are a little more reluctant
·
help. This is denitely permissable as far as the IRS is concerned, but a
and shy about showing interest in selected date or wanting to sign
up word of caution is.necessary. Regardless of who prepares your return, onthe· questionaire. He believes this for the service can do so at the
ly one person is held resP<>nsible for its validity-you.
may be due to the fact that many above mentioned times.

All ·a student needs to do ·to
become a member of the computer
dating service is to answer a questionaire to which they must also
sign their name and phone number
to.

Fred Steffy, treasurer of the
Computer Science Club and a
psychology major, is the creator of
the questionaire used for the matchmaking.
It consists of 20 very basic personality questions that everyone
has answers to. Questions such as I
like quiet music, Hiking or camping sounds like fun to me and I
notice a persons eyes first, are
rated on a scale of G-5, beginning
with Strongly Disagree and working up to Strongly Agree.
The questionaires are then
entered into a computer and

FREE.CLASS
Mon., April 13
7:00-1:45 ~ pm

Lincoln l:;lem_·
School
$14 00/mo~'"'

classes limited
. attend , April 13 for
information &
reservations

\I•

When fantasy
become.s·reality
By MATI McGILLEN

•, ...

Of the Campus Crier

When John Hinkley opened fire on.President"~eag~ ~:f;w day~ aga~ _h~-~
was living out a personal fantasyrnelmaginedhimself in love with movie
star Jodie Foster, and decided the only way he could capture her ~tten
tion and prove that his·Intentions were sincere, was to shoot our man in
the White House.
· ··
·
·
The fantasy was not of.hlS o\v'n creation, however. Foster starred iii a
movie not too long ago with much the same theme, only the assassin's
target was a political hopeful~ not the president. Hinkley, it appears, for
reasons only his psychiatrist knows for silre, somehow juxtaposed
himself with the cluilracter ih the movie and attempted to turn fantasy into reality. Fortunately, he did no more damage than he did
·
Ironically, the day after Hinkley, a mentally and emotionally disturbed
young man, who felt out of place from the v~ry well-to-do family he had
come from, nearly took the life of this country's top executive, actor
\
Timothy Hutton received an Oscar ·for his performance in the movie Or·dinary People - in which he played a mentally and emotionaly disturbed
young man who felt out of place from the very well-to-do family that he
··
had come from.
It's not the first time Holly\vood bas beat history to the punch, either.
The China Syndrome, a supposed sci-fi thriller about what could happen
in the event of an accident at a nuclear plailt,
released just before a
By CINDY PHIPPS'
similar accident to the one depicted in the movie ·occured at the · now
Of
the Campus Crier
famous Three Mile Island Nuclear.Plant.
·
Does this mean that if we want io find out wbat is going to happeri next
Spring break. Finals are over and everybody lets a big sigh of relief as they settle down to sun tanning and
we should a)l buy season tickets to the movies? Probably not.
. generally having a good time.· So why didn't anybody tell my.mother this?
. . . ,_
: ., .
But speaking of fantasies. Mark David Chapman, who gunned. down
She suddenly decided it was time for a total spring cleaning~ (Quite the coincidence that it was to happen the ·
former-Beatie John Lennon outside the singer's New York apartment a same time I was to be home). ·
··
·
·
·
.
.
. ..
·
few months ago, said the reason he killed Lennon could be found in a wellThe erttire week: I was ·under the impression I had been kidriapped and was -undergoing a deprogrammiilg
read book entitled "Catcher in the Rye." Nothing against the author, but I · 'session ·involving the smell of Comefand ·coming into repeated contact with a sponge mop.
·~ . . : .
· think that's one book n1 leave ·unopened..
·-~ ·
·.When my rnother reassured me she had lots ofactivities· planned for'the break somehow didn'f imagine
And while other assassins and would-be-assassins may have had un- tpey would involve~ firiding a lawn mower with my name Qn it. .But that was only the beginning.
· .
common motives - tee HarVey 0Swa19· (John Kennedy); '.1aihes .Earl · , "At fir~t I ~ried to resist. I ~nly did the inside of th~;~v~dows and the outside,()f the reftjgerator. Lik~ they·say,
Ray (Martin Luther King); Sirhan Sirhan (Bobby K~edy); Jack Ruby old habits die h~rd. I even hid the can of oven cl~er ~lit she found it when, _she went tp.te-pot the rubber plant.
(Lee Harvey Oswald); John Brenner (George Wall~ce); Lynette · S~e must have realized I was go~ to_need a little' coaxin~, so inst~d ·of .comma,nmng ine to do things she
"Squeaky" Fronune (Gerald _Ford) - ·.they did have a «!Ommon element took to dropping !th1ts. lt'snota' bad ifl~a, but she tends to do it with"'all the subtletyof a barker in a sideshow.
in their crimes. They all used guns. And with the exception of Ray.and Somehow
kriow you are going·to'pamt bathrooms whetj. you find evetything ·you n~ and·a note $8ying
Oswald, they~ handguns. E~sily acessible han~uns~. Perhaps too .'nice color fpr~e bathroom don't you think?' waiting for .-you instead of breakfast.
··..
,.
eaSily accesible.
·
.·
-, "-~ · ·. :
·
By day three I could tell I was weakening. She really put the pressure on when she started dangling rewards
Although their manufacture is illegal in this country, the imwrting.of . like -n~w clothes. It ·was a cheap trick, but I made her put it in writing to make· sure I was working for
parts necessary for their manufacture is not.
·' ·
· · · ;.
something·.IJlore_than a pair of socks and matching shoe·strings. Then I found myself washing walls that
As someone so eloquently put it, handguns, unlike o~e~ fir~arms:, have weren't even ·.~rty: Iniagine that from a girl who thought a ·Hoover :_was an e11dangered species.
1
no other purpose other than to kill other people. You
t go bowling with . . I ~hen -was~ed all six cars (no one ever has trouble finqmg otir·house) ,:and ~ven admit I went so far as to dust
them; or fish with them or even htµli animals with them - except the two- behind the piano.
...
·
legged variety.
However, I did slip -Once and now I am feeling just a tad· g¢ity.
And they are frequently being used for that very purpose. A recent
I was busy contemplating the -latest hint to shampoo the carpet when like a miracle there appeared this
newspaper article said·that more black people kill .other black people eager young cleaning appliance salesman. I reassured mm we needed a carpet cleaner but would like a 'full
with guns each year than were killed in the entire Vietnam War. Pretty · demonstration first. Naturally.
·
'
frightening.
l ch~ered hirn on as he worked up one dilly of a sweat cleaning that ~arpet. I was hurrying him along because
Yet, Ronald Reagan himself, a near-fatal victim of a sniper's bullet,:is there was no telling·when mom would get back from the store.
strongly opposed to gun ~ntrol. W~th thatkind of mentality_running the . _When he was ·through I simply let our frisky Doberman in the house and he left before he even began the
government, I sometimes wonder if "it's our society that's sick - or sales pitch. Odd technique wouldn't you say?
perhaps just a poor·· diagnosis by,those w.ho would call themselves "doc- You know, I think I've decided house cleaning might not be so hard after all.
tor"?
~"'-~,,<-;·~
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Gerleral ,Moto'rs is g~bbllng up the community
'.

~i

'

Eastern Detroit know as Poletown. neighborhood, the church has in- without destroying the -church. In- ·
It is, by, all ac~ounts, a beautiful, violable 'spiritual and cultural dustrial · · design experts agree.
. historic structure. ·. To · its ·.sigiiificance.
What's inore, they believe· that if
The · Immaculate Conception · parishioners; longtime residents of , But. . not · ~ the giant General . GM :were ~ little. reasonable, the
. Church is located · in an a~ea of this integrated: lower-middle-cl~ '· '. Motors · ~rp~ GM. has·. stipulated · , automaker could design its factory
: . that the church must be demolish- in a way that .would 'save the
: . eel to make way ·for a parking lOt Poletown . neighborhood of 3,500
· . attached to . a new · Cadillac . residents, 1,500. oousehods,. J50
assemblypJaDt'that the autOmaker ,businesses,_: -several . schools, a
SU~ 2:18-Centr~I .Washi~gton. Un"i.versity~Ellensburg~ W
proposes to ·eonStruct in Poletown. . . hospi~ and 12 churches~ .
.
· . · JAN. ~ICHARDS
-The pliant' city government,. willGM is demandfug that this entire
·.Editor
ing to cannibalize its own .'conununity· be :,deniolished ·.and
. metropolis · .to give · ·an · uncom- cleared by the city of Detroit, to be
MATI~GIUEN
·•a fJL"lt ANDERSON
. Spc)rts =Editor
·promising GM all that it demands, . paid for by .a $200 million federal,
;News Editor
· JOHN·P. FOSTER
·is following the company~s orders. state and local taxpayer's sllb~idy.
After · all, · the proposed highly Although the proposed · assembly
PEGGY BINGHAM
WALTER CORNELISON Faculty Adviser
automated plant will replace two plant itself · would cover only 70
Advertising Manager
Business Manager
older plants GM expects to close in acres cif land,· ..General Motors
· Detroit and retain about a third of wants to g~bble up the entire 465
The Campus Crier is a laboratoty newsp~per in conjunction with
the existing jobs.
acres that includes ·.th_e P9letown
. the mass media ·department . The Crier is published on Thursdays
The ·Rev: Joseph Karasiewicz, community. One hundred, four of
weekly during the academic year and bi-weekly during summer
pastor Immaculate Conception, these acr.es now comprise the old
quar_te_r.
thinks the plant can be built" , Dodge Main auto 'plant presently .
By RALPH NADER
Stleao1 to the Crier

of

being raz~d t>y ·the city to· make
way for the Cadillac factory.
But ·Gener3:1 Motors ·and : its
chairman, Ro_ger ·Smith; are not ·
bending to l".eason~ They have the
city on the run with suggestions
·that they could alwa)'s build· the
plant elsewhere . . They· have
peresented Deiroit with·what they
think is an invincible ultimatum in ·
writing: Clear out the residents by
May 1, 1981, make
- taxpay~rs ·
pay for preparing the site and.provide a 10..year property-tax abate-·
ment if you want the ,new, robotiz• ·
eel factory within your city linlits.
Earlier in this century workers
had to sacrifice too much of their
health, their time and their tabor to
the nation's industrial barons .
Now, the people of Poletown,

the

See NADER, Page 5 ·
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Editor's note: The folloWing letter dated
March 31, 1981, was also received by the
cwu Music Department.

Te the Editor:
·
It bas been almost a year since I
graduated from Central with a
B.A. in Music Education. I am not
teaching now, I feel unqualified to
teach. I am working for a bank as a
clerlt.
I feel I can now look back on my
four years at Central with some
clarity of vision. My failure at my
chosen career is mostly my own
fault, but I will not shoulder that
blame entirely. More than a fair
share goes to Central's Music
Department.
I arrived at Central with a weak
background in ·music and a desire
to learn how to perform to the best
of my abilities. Almost inunediately I found my weak points being
stressed and my positive desire being squelched. The attitude of the
place as a whole seemed to be one
of resignation. The faculty seemed
to sigh at having students of a low
caliber with a few exceptions. The
students appeared to me to be
frustrated, resigned to the narrowminded, bigoted views of the faculty.
I well remember being asked to
sing "Sweetly Sings the Donkey"
in voice chm (with motions). As if
the class of mostly instrumental
students were of: ·that· level

agewise. More painfully I recall :
,
,
"Bozo"bandconsistingofstudents i
not worthy enough to warrant the
·
attentions of the director. The idea
was, "Show how good you are, and To the Editor: if you're good enough I'll help
The CWU Federation of
you." Thus the most talented Teachers is appalled ,by the
. students got the extra help and the Senate-passed Higher Education
· rest got little or none.
budget. While it appearS to give
What kind of school teaches . faculty a generous saiary boost, it
those wbo would already be sue- does so at ~ expense of our
cessful, making ·them more · sue- , students. We believe that tying
cessful, and nearly turns its back . ialary increases to. tuition inon the students who are not creases and enrollment limits is
already successful? CWU's Music· tOtally indefensible and reprehenDeparbDent .obviously belongs in sible. ,This action has the unforthat :category. At least I bad tlie tunate effect of pitting students
courage to face up to the fact that against teachers for no good
as a teacher I would do more hann reason.
than good. Can you in the Music
The inevitable result of . the
Department reflect
your short- Senate's action is to make college
comings and come to morally ac- education more the preserve of the
ceptable answer? Some of yoll had ·well-to-do, to ~urther widen the gap
better think twice.
·
between the haves and have-nots.
Why are not the requirements And all in the name of a spurious
for graduation; i.e. piano profi- fiscal responsibility. The
ciency exam, requirements for in- Teachers' Federation, locally,
strumental and vocal majors, etc., state-wide and nationally, believes
easily accessable? I am talking that social responsibility comes
about specifics, what is expected first. Providing for an educated
down to the letter. You hide things citizenry is a part of social responin your offices and expect them to sibility· It simply is not true that ·
get around.
we've been taxed to the breakingOne last thing. Don't ever ask me point; at all government levels
for money again. HI get something people today pay a smaller percenin the mail asking me to donate, I tage of income in ~es than at any
will consider it harrassment- and time since World War II.
instruct my attorney to.·take the
Higher Education, of course, is
proper legal a~ion. ·
not alone in feeling the senatorial
David A. Coles niggardliness; all social services
9111 S. Z52Dd No. Bl• are being hamstrung, some ·mucb
Kent,.WA 98131 'r~~ ~the colleges. The moral

Budget appalling
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12:30 on the Capitol steps in Olympia. Important legis1'tors have
promised to show up and we'll
have an opportunity to meet with
old.
·
our own District 13 represenIn the meantime, what's to be tatives. Interested students can
done? The Washington Federation phone me FridAy
12 and 2 .
of Teachers invites all college p.m. at 9&.W.437.
. students, teachers and friends to
David G. Culler, President .join us in the Save Our Colleges
CWU Federation of Teachers
rally to be held this Saturday at
is clear; don't be a slow learner,
don't become an alcoholic' don't
ever talk back to your boss, ahd
above all, don't let yourself grow

between

Nad·e r-.

From -p -age
_fo-ur- - - - -

neighborhood includes businesses
that generate more than 1,000 jobs,
have to sacrifice their homes, their
businesses, churches, schools, and
community ties for a GM plant.
What's more dismaying is that GM
refuses to consider other ways of
building its plant that could save
this neighborhood. GM wants ALL
of that acreage. Where 10 churches
and many homes now stand, for instance, GM wants to locate a 30
acre parking lot.
Karasiewicz-or Father Joe, as
he affectionately is called-is not
giving up. Nor are other members
of .the clergy in Poletown. In a
pleading letter that turns the Middle Ages on its head, Father Joe
bas writteri to GM chairman Roger
Smith, begging him to save the
church. The cJiurch is begging the
corporation for physical salvation!
The church pastor offered to give ·
the corporation cluairmen a tour of
the church. So far, the moguls of

TONIGHT:

General Motors have spumed
repeated requests from the
Poletown community to meet with
them and discuss alternatives
whereby. the neighborhood could
be saved and the plant still be built.
If cities under pressure can condemn churches for torporations to
build plants which '!an be built on
less land (the propOsed Cadillac
factory itself will take up less than
one-seventh of the total land appropriated for the project), then
surely the corporation has become
Uie sovereign power. To GM the
465 acres is valuable real estate; to
the people of Poletown this
acreage has been the site of their
homes, churches and workplaces
for decades.
Readers who wish to help save ·
the churches and community of
Poletown can write to Poletown
Neighborhood Council, Immaculate Conception a.ch, 3414
' Trombly, Detroit, Mich. 41211.
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Bus.iness Manager needed

Crisis Line will begin training program
The Ellensburg Crisis Llne will
be conducting a volunteer training
program April 24-26. Training sessions will be held in the main floor
lounge of the Language and
Literature Building. Interested
persons may find more information at the pretraining interview
and 'registration meeting, April 22
at 7 p.m. in room 107 of the Morris
Sorensen building, 507 Nanum. Individual interviews with Jacquelyn
Galbraith, the Crisis Line director,
with disbursement of training
materials, will be conducted at this
meeting.
Crisis Line is a United Way sponsored community service and its
volunteers man phones twenty-

four hours a day, seven days a
week. Calls range from requests
for information about other community services to family and
mental problems, peer relationship problems, drug and alcohol
abuse, and suicides. Each
volunteer is trained in skills and
crisis intervention to handle the
various types of calls received.
During training, time will also be
devoted to topics of suicide intervention theory, alcoholism, and
mental health outreach. Community resources will be reviewed so
that each volunteer can make appropriate referrals as well as do
crisis intervention.

have completed or be
enrolled in Accounting
252.
Applications should
be submitted to the
Mass Media Program
Director, Dr. James
Goodrich, in Bouillon
243 by April 15.

The Campus Crier is
accepting applications
for the Business
Manager position.
The joo, which pays
$150 per month, is from
summer quarter 1981
through spring quarter
1982. Applicants must

Crisis Line needs committed, ;
long term volunteers who will be ·
willing to work for a full year. According to Galbraith, there is a
special need at this time to enroll
volunteers who can work over the
summer months. Men as well as
womel). are encouraged to participate as volunteers.

I

Each volunteer is responsible for .
taking one weekly three or four j
hour shift. "Many flexible arrangements can be worked out to
''America - The Library Has : event, library orientation tours
complete the one year committYour Number" is the theme of this will be conducted today and tomorment. We realize volunteers need
year's National Library Week.
row from 1to2 p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m.
time off for vacations and to take
Washington Governor John · Caryoln Willberg, librarian at .
care of other responsibilities," 1
Spellman proclaimed this week the Ellensburg Public Library,·
said Galbraith.
National ·Library Week and has · said special programs are conurged all citizens to join in the oc-; ducted throughout the y~r, as opcasion by Visiting their libraries ' posed to presenting them during
and to take advantage of the ;_ Ol!e specif~ed week.
i
diverse services and resources Film producer Stanley Kramer
available.
has been named National Library
the
CWU
library
Week
chati'man- -for Washington
Although
I ,
,no
special
activities
for
the
State.
·reports
1

National Library Week declared
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Congress Cut It? Mustard, . not .
Budget," is tonight at 8 p.m. at
Grupe Conference Center. Munro
will discuss the nature of Congress
today, the degree to which it
reflects the ambivalences of the
American public, and the essential
problems facing it.
On April 23, he will present "Can
We Live With the Pr~sident They
Nominate and Elect?" and on May
7, "Can We Afford to Pay More for
Less Energy? Or, Can We Afford
Not To?"

S. Sterling Munro will present
three public discussions at CWU
this quarter, as Distinguished
Visiting'' · Lecture.r in political
science and public policy.
Munro, from Wenatchee, served
as · Administrator
·the Boni n~ville Power Administration from
1978 to February 1981, was a
meinber of Sen. Henry Jackson's
~taff in Washington, D.C. for 22
years, and presently serves on the
CWU Board of Trustees.
His first lecture, titled, "Can

Bp.m.-2 om.
1.
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W.
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Movie Previews

Field's latest 'romantic·comedy'
"It's not a movie about a prositute," says Sally.Field of her latest movie "Back Roads".
"It's a love story with comedy.. It's abou~ .two down-and-out people who fall in love ... two
drifters who discover a way to find hppe and make it."
"Back Roads", a romantic co~edy starring Field and Tommy Lee Jones, reunites Field
with director Martin Ritt, who helmed her Oscar-winning performance in "Nonna Rae".
· In sharp contrast to the.dramatics of "Norma Rae" (the story of a young woman struggl. ing to unionize the textile mill in a small Southern town), the comedic romanticism of ''Back
Roads" provides a striking change-of-pace for both its star and director
Field portrays Amy Post, a feisty lady of the streets who gradu~lly falls in love with an exboxer with a glass jaw (Tommy-Lee Jones) with whom she is travelling across the country.
"When I first read the script for 'Back Roads"'Field recalls "I worried that Amy might be
similar to the character of Norma Rae. They're both Southern women, tough and streetwise. But then when I got into the work, I realized the Amy is very different from Norma
·Rae. First of all, the texture of the film is very different. It's a comedy. Amy i,s also kind of
flakey, and certainly Norma Rae wasn't flakey at all. Amy's different-I can't even begin to
describe how different she is. She's totally another human being who I have never met
before."
Similarly, Ritt (of "The Long Hot Sununer," "Hud" and "Sounder" fame) comments:
'"Back Roads' is a comedy that is unlike any film I've ever made in my life. I wanted to
make it because I felt it would be very entertaining and I knew it was a great part for Sally,
who I like very much and I think is one of the best actresses in the business. She has incredi•
ble versatility, like the young Bette Davis .... "
·
'"Norma Rae' was a working class woman and a heroine. The woman in 'Back Roads' is
not a heroine in that sense. She doesn't really stick her neck out for anybody but herself. But
she comes to realize during the course of the film that maybe she's worth something, maybe
her relationship with this guy is worth something. What this film really says is that no matter where you come from, if you want it bad enough you always have a shot at some kind of
affirmation in your life."
Fully in accord is scenarist Gary DeVore, who developed the script of ''Back Roads" from
a short story he had written in 1975 (When DeVore first wrote the story five years ago, her
created the character of Amy with Field in mind).
·
''Right now," DeVore says, "we're in a period of history, not unlike the 1930's, when times
are hard and audiences want to see very uplifiting movies, hopefully a film like 'Back BACK ROADS - - Tommy Lee Jones and Sally Field star in the romantic comedy · recently released
Roads.' It's a subtle statement about the human condition but it's a statement of hope."
by Warner Bros.
"It's about two people-a prostitute and ex-fighter-who had given up completely but,
through each other, find a glimmer of hope and someplace to go. And yet we're going to keep them laugh and makes them feel good, then I think we've got a chance. 'Back Roads' is,
the movie light and funny. When people on the crew tell me they like ~he script, that it makes after all, a love story."

Jupiter's moon setting for 'Outland'
Focus on Film Service

Sternhagen, an Oscar nominee for "Melvin and Howard," portrays Dr. Marian L.
Lazarus.
Sikking plays Sergeant Montone, the Marshall's aid. Sikking, who previously worked with
Hyams on "Capricorn One," lists among his diverse credits more than 200 prime-time
On March 9, 1979, Voyager I discovered an erupting volcano on IO, the innermost moon of television shows.
·
British actress Markham portrays Carol, the Marshall's wife. Markham, who has apJupiter. One of the greatest finds of the current planetary exploration programme, it means
that some other world in our solar system is still geologically alive. Not since Galileo saw peared in many classical theatre productions, including "The Seagull" and 'The Taming of.
four moons circling Jupiter in 1610 had anyone seen such a remarkable sight in Jupiter's the · Shrew,'' has also starred in several prestigious television series, notably ''Loyd
George" and "Edward and Mrs. Simpson."
realm.
Pulled and tugged by the gravity of Jupiter and two of its sister satellites, Europa and
Peters, the black who portrays the young deputy Ballard, starred on London's West End
Ganymede, the crust of IO seethes with tidal forces that heat its upper layer, including Stage in "Lionel" and the hit musical "Bubbling Brown Sugar."
"Outland's" Cinematographer is Stephen Goldblatt and the costume ·designer is John
volcanism. Er~ptions spew a hundred kilometers or more above the structure unchecked by
·atmosphere or strong gravity.
Mollo, who won an Academy Award for "Star Wars."
Scientists believe that what we would see if we landed on IO would "Look like a painted
"Outland is scheduled for release during May or June.
The mining complex, a silver grey city on stilts which rises from a suHurous plain, is an
desert with an intermingling of sulfuroµs colours.'' Sulfur dominates the landscape becaiise
all lighter materials, such as water, have been lost to space. IO has no wind and is utterly awe inspiring sight. It is an inricate model built on a scale of 1 to 200 for the film. Its design
was conceived by director Hyams and production designer Philip Harrison.
arid.
Explains Hyams: "We decided we wanted this place to look like an off-shore rig."
All the Galilean satellites - IO, Europa, Ganymede and Gallisto, have been named after
Adds Harrison: "I like the look of oil rigs. We. wanted this to look extraordinarily funcobjects of the mythological Jupiter's wide ranging fancies. After her romance with the king
tional and machine-like. Drilling rigs give the right feeling for me."
of Heave, IO ended up as a Heifer, pursued by Juno's Gadfly.
Were IO an earth satellite, it would shine six times brighter than our moon.
"IO is unable to escape the magnetic forces of Jupiter and gets pulled in all directions just
Thus the story of "Outland," a Ladd Company release through Warner Bros., takes place like a lump of dough," says Stears. "As a result it generates a lot of heat and is much hotter
on a mining complex on IO, the volcanic moon of Jupiter, and reflects Peter Hyams in- than the other moons that orbit Jupiter and is also volcanic. Because of this movement of
dividual concept of the ear future.
IO's surface, we constructed the model in response to signals from Lasers. Therefore, if the
"There won't be a ray gun in sight, nor any space ships whirling about the corridors of . surface moves, the stilts will realign themselves and the actual structures will always stay
time. The mining colony is a location, nc. •. a subject. My idea is that the frontier is always perpendicular.''
hard, gritty and unpleasant, and the people who are building it are always looking over their
The model consists of seven separate modules, each one with a specific function.
spoulders rather than ahead, trying to stay alive and putting up with Hell while they m~ke The mine, the refinery-nicknamed "The Pompidou Centre" after France's controversial
modern museum-a solar station from which the power is generated, two greenhouses
some quick, big money, " says Hyams.
Stafring Sean Connery, "Outland" is an action drama written and dircted by Hyams and which produce not only vegetables for the community, but also oxygen for the plants, the livproduced by Richard A. Roth. The cast also includes Peter Boyle, Oscar nominee Frances ing quarters and the space shuttle landing pad. Most of them are mechanized and include
Sternhagen, James B. Si~g, Kika Markham and Clarke Peters.
radar scanners, elevators, deflector shields and gantries.
An intricate model of the mining colony has been constructed which includes a solar
The space shuttle, resembling a huge predatory insect, is named Hyams "Filii
energy station, a rotating radar scanner, skyscraper living quarters and shuttle landing Mei"-Latin for "My Sons." He explains "I'm from New York, so I wanted something that
pad. Lit from within by seven kilometers ( 4.4 miles) of fiberoptics, they rise from the looked like the Staten Island Ferry." The object of the shuttle was to take a big box so ya 1
center of a 200 ft. long platform which serves as the moon's sulfurous plain. Elevator mine could put as much freight in it as possible, and then stick big, nasty engines on it so you ~an
shafts dig into the bowels of the moon mode, which took 80 men three months to construct. get it up and down.
Connery, one of the world's most respected screen actors, plays the Federal District MarThe model, which took 80 people three months to build, is deigned to look functional rather
shall of the Colony-''Con-Amalgamate 27''. Connery starred six times as James Bond and than beautiful.
has played a diversity of roles.
Says Hyams, "The idea is that people who built this complex Con-Amalgamate Z/-did
Boyle is Sheppard, the boss of Con-Am Zl and the Marshall's antagonist. Boyle's first star- not design it to be looked at from the outside. It was made to perform a task and to protect
ring role was the hard-hat "Joe."
people from an environment-and that is it. It may be a perfect model for the future."
IO, 3640 Kilometers in diameter, circles Jupiter at an average distance of 421,600 km.
Probable structure: suHur and sulfur dio~de crust, molten silicate interior, and possible
solid core.
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College iazz summit here .today
A jazz "swnmit," featuring
vocal ensembles from f ~ur
regional schools will bring mn ova ti v e modern music to
Central's Hertz Hall stage today.
Central will host jazz choirs from
Colwnbia Basin College in the TriCities; Edmonds Community College, and Mt. Hood Community
College in Gresham, Ore., at the
7:30 p.m. performance.
According to graduate student
Dave Barduhn, who directs the
Central Jazz Choir, the vocal jazz
education movement was started
by CWU alumnas, Mt. Hood con-

ductor Hal Malcolm, in 1968,. and ; ingers in the 1960's when he was a
·although the concept has grown graduate assistant, Barduhn said.
papular, the finest jazz choirs are
The .Colwnbia Basin choir director is Byron Gjerde.
still in the Pacific Northwest.
· "We invited those three schools
The CWU choir will use the probecause they are the best ·around. ceeds from the first Northwest
The summit will be a true meeting vocal jazz festival Thursday evenof the minds, a sharing of jazz ing to help finance the university's
ideas,'' Barduhn said.
jazz band and choir's spring tour
Barduhn noted that jazz styles of later in April.
the four groups differ widely, from
Tickets for the concert are $3
all-out experimental sounds to adults and $2 students.
slick show-biz presentations.
Cassette recordings of CWU's
Frank DeMeiro, conductor of the Jazz Choir., completed last
Edmonds choir, · another CWU quarter, will be on sale .at the conalumnus, created the Central Sw- cert, Barduhn said.

In concert

Jazz 'sights and sounds' slated
Performing together for the first
time, Central's Jazz Band I and Orchesis Dancers ·will present a
dynamic duo of . jazz and dance
April 10 and 11 in Hertz Hall on the
Ellensburg campus.
.
.· The 8 p.m. concert, ·entitled ·
"Sights and Sounds· of Jazz" will
open with the student .jazz band
performing· a Frank Sinatra tune, .
"Witchcraft." Under the 9irection
of Music Prof. John ·Moawad, the
band will also perform "A Little
Minor Booze," -"~omeday MJ'

Prince Will Come,'' and the jazz
favorite "Take the A-Train".
In addition, the ~and will
showcase two jazz arrangement$
by graduate student · Dave ,Barduhn, entitled "Have I Stayed too
Long at the Fair?" and "The Wee
Small Ho~s of the A.M.'' .
The concert will be highlighted
with a collaboration of the band
with Orchesis, a student perfonning dance class. Under the. direction of Prof. Lana Jo Sharpe, the
dancers will perform to music

' chosen specUically for the concert.
· Their nwnbers will include a
variety of jazz pieces choreographed and danced by . student
members, including "Stars and
Stripes Forever", the jazz version
of Sousa?s march; "Latino," a
piece with driving Latin rhythms;
and "Hidden · Dimple'\ a· highenergy piece using basic jazz
dance steps.

CWU GRAD STUDENT Dave Barduhn announces a jazz chart by the Jazz Choir
I, which will perform at the "summit" tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Hertz Hall,
·along with community college jazz ensembles from Mt. Hood, Edmonds and
Columbia Basin.
it

Also featured in the program will
be two numbers choreographed
and danced by instructor Beverly
Ormbeck, entitled "Rhapsody for
Polluted Animals and Dying
·Trees," and "Procrastination
City,'' a comic characterization of
the upbeat dance steps of the
1940's.

•

Northwest·subiect
of photo contest

"Northwest Images" is the be included. Contestants are to intheme for the third annual dicate the class in which their
Along with the audience, Or~ photography contest and exhibi- works are to be judged-chesis' sixteen members will ex- tion under sponsorship of Upper professional, amateur or juvenile.
perience firsthand the excitment of Valley Arts.
dancing to the live music of a jazz
Photographers are invited to
Entries will be accepted from
band. Sharpe said of the collabora- submit their photographic images April 17 through April 24 and may
tion: "This seemed like a great op- of the Northwest for cash prizes be' mailed to Upper Valley Arts
portunity to bring something and exhibition during Leaven- Photo Contest, P.O. Box 385,
special to Central and the com- worth's Mai Fest. The works of Leavenworth, WA 98826; personal
munity.'' Moawad described it as a professionals, amateurs and or United Parcel deliveries will be
"kick in the pants" for both juvenile photographers, those 18 accepted at Upper Level Gallery,
groups.
years of age or younger, will be 894 Highway 2, Leavenworth.
judged separately.
·
The concerts will wrap up NaContest categories include black
Paul Berger, art professor.at the
tional Dance Week, April 5-11, an and white, color prints and 35mm Universtiy of Washington and
annual week of dance presenta- color slides. Prints must be matted . highly acclaimed photographic ara.ni.~~ .....
. tions across the U.S.
or framed for easy hanging and · tist, whose works hav.e been exsized a minimum for 5" x 7" and a hibitied and published nationwide,
Tickets for the Jazz Band I/Or- maximum of 16" 20". Each artist has been named juror for the com.. . 925-992lJ
It. 1302 S. Ruby
3I==~~~ ·,~hesis concerts are available for may submit up to, but not more petition. Berger will make all deci- = = = = - -- - - -- -$3.50 at the SUB information booth than, four entries in each category. sions on works accepted for exhibil on campus, Shapiro,s in the Plaza
A $2.50 fee per entry for profes- tion artd award the prizes.
CONGRATULATIONS!!!!
and Stereocraft.
sionals and amateurs and a $1.50
, per entry for juveniles must acThe photo_exhibition to be held at
As you pion your wedding, remember,
The concerts are s(ioilsored by company the submissions. Return Upper Level Gallery, 894 Highw~y
. . .
.
t! .the ASC.
packaging and postage must alSo ' · 2, Leavemyorth, will be open to the
....---.-..--------.......-.--..._.._......
· _________
. -----------public on May 8-101 .15=-17 from 1-7
to contact a minister early! ~any pastors ·
p.m.
"

BUCKBOARD
TAVERN
and

$21 pony
kegs _

.-.2 a.m.
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'Apache' Newman's .best 1n years
Campus Digest News Service

Additionally, there is a prostitute coirkiller in the city and a drug ring that costs
Newman's girlfriend dearly.
At one time, Paul Newman was thought to .b e just one of those pretty face actors who only 1 The film moves between these stories with complete authenticty. The dialogue between
had to look nice to do his job. He soon proved that reputation wrong with outstanding perfor- : the policemen and the way they confront their dangerous jobs smacks of credibility-; the
mances in "Hud," "Cool Hand Luke" and "The Hmtler."
. movie looks and feels accurate at all times from the decaying buildings that inhabit this ugAside from being a fine actor, Newman had an enthralling, charged screen presence, · ly territory to the cluttered police station that stands in the center of poverty.
even if his character was easy-going and laidback.
To this world comes a new sergeant who is going to treat crime differenlly. He cracks
When Newman decided to move away from film and spend more time with race-car driving, the movie industry lost one of its greatest stars .. He did drop in for some second rate down on city-crime ·in hope of finding the coirkiller. As played by the wonderful Ed Asner,
films but the vitality and commanding screen presence of his 60's movies could no longer be this sergeant is an interesting addition to the film, also convinced of his ways, and Newman
does not take well to his orders. In his new approach to fighting crime in the Bronx, Asner
found.
.
.
For some time, we've been waiting for Newman's return to the screen or at least, a new causes even more problems, and the unruly town turns into a mass riot.
movie that recaptured the actor's vitality. At last we have one.
"Fort Apache, the Bronx" not only brings Newman back to cinema but also revives a lost
"Fort Apache, the Bronx" is, quite simply, Newman's best movie in years and he takes
film genre. Newman fell from the movie world in the early seventies and the rough police
full advantage of a wonderful.role. He commands the screen like he used to; his piercing
drama fell right along with him.
eyes and his calm, easy personality creating a character that is, at once, confident, loyal
and convinced of his ways. This movie is being billed as a new Paul Newman because here,
This movie reunites Newman with that rough police drama: and places him in a mileu of
he turns to "the right side of the law." True, Newman is not the convict, the hustler, the only the ugliest circwnstances.
western bank robber, or the high'class con-man he once was. But in all of these movies, we
Remember those days when policemen and detectives came hard and tough, confident of
rooted for Newman because there was a credible sincerity that laid beneath those deep, blue
what was right and what was wrong, and willing to bend rules if their world was filled with
'.
eyesr
In "Fort Apache, the Bronx" he has, indeed, moved to the other side of the law but that dirt? That's the Newman character and the world he inhabits.
same sincerity creates another unforgettable screen portrait.
This is a rough, violent picture. We see the ugliness of the city in operation and the direcNewman plays an Irish policeman named Murphy, an 18 year veteran who bends the rules tor, Daniel Petrie ties things together with the flow of everyday life.
when justice is not being served. He is a wise man of integrity and he realizes that laying the
There are fine supporting performances too. Ken Wahl, a new actor VTho sometimes
game by the book cannot always be done.
He works in the 41st precinct, the toughest and dirtiest .section of the Bronx; so tough and recalls a neater John Travolta, is wonderful as Newman's loyal partner. Likewise, Rachel
so dirty that the officers have labeled theii: police station Fort Apache, the only neutral ter- Ticotin is fine as Newman's girlfiend who becomes a victim of the tragic fate of her world.
ritory in the entire town.
·
In the end however, it's Newman who finally makes this movie hold together and come to
life. He is back-wonderful in every scene-in a role that is really quite a challenge.
"Fort Apache, the Bronx" is constructed like a Joseph Wambaugh novel following a
group of cops in everyday activities.
It's the Newman we remember. He's a quiet, confident guy moving from one day to the
Some important events happen to Newman during these days; he falls in love with a next, tryfug to preserve his integrity in ·a world of ugline5s. Toward the en~ he walks down
nurse, he witnesses a fellow cop throwing a Puerto Rican boy from the roof of a building and the streets and the camera simply observes his lethargic strides, his lonely soul seems to
has to decide whether to turn him in, and he must contend with a new, play-it-by-the-book pour from the screen. At that moment, we realize Paul Newman may be one of the greatest
screen stars of our time.
'
sergeant who takes over the precinct.

Seascape first drama
in remodeled theatre
The Drama Department has
finally begun to move into its new
quarters in the remodelled McConnell Auditorium. Amidst great
piles of unboxed and unsorted
equipment and materials the
department is nevertheless
preparing a "shakedown" production to try out .the new theatre
located in the second floor of the
north end of the building.
This first production is Edward
Albee's "Seascape" which opens
on April 24. "Seascape" won a
Pulitzer prize for Albee in 1975, and
Richard Watts, Jr. of the New
York Post praised it as the sort of
magnificent new American play
for which the season has been
waiting.
Dr.
Richard
Leinaweaver, director of the play,

PPRENTIC

views the piece as a "close encounter of still another kind."
Playing the human roles in these
close encounters are Jean Clegg,
who most ·recently appeared as
Violette in "La Traviata" and will
be remembered for her role of
Maggie in "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,"
and Charles Abernathy, most
recently seen as Dude Lester in
"Tobacco Road,'' Romeo Romero
in "Heart is Where the Home Is"
and in several major roles in last
summer's Lake Chelan Sununer
Theatre season.
Advanced
tickets
for
"Seascape" which runs through
May 2 will be on sale at the SUB
Box Office and at the Daily
Record.

University Food · Services is now accepting applications for our Food Apprentice
Program. We need qualified students to assist our professional staff during peak
periods, vacations and summertime activities.
An On-Th•Job training program has been designed to increase the knowledge and
experience of the selected individu~ls.
OUALtFICATIONS ----(Minimum)

APOLOGIES FROM ASC
to

Ellensburg Tr~vel Inc.
Student Directory .· Correction

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Six months of quantity or commercial cooking experience.
Currently enrolled as a CWU student.
Able to work a minimum of twelve hours per week and some weekends.
Mus~ have a valid food harldler's card or be eligible for one.
Pref~rence will be given to students currently employed in Food Services.
Starting wage is $4.00 per hour.

EllenshUrg Travel , Inc.
306 North Pine

Applications are available at the Scheduling Office at Holmes Dining Hall. A meeting
is planned for Tuesday April 14th at 2:30 PM at Tunstall Commons Dining Hall to
8Xplain the program and .to answer specific questit;> ~.( l.~t. us. Jlelp Y9\I .
~u
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Sandanista still show~ Clash's fight
Campus Digest News Service

"Somebody Got Murdered'; is another excellent tune, Mick Jones' wispy voice lamenting
The cover of "Sandanista," the Clash's new three· record offering, shows the foµr group a murder, and clearly drawing the line between social revolution and senseless violence
members standing, grim faced, with their backs to a brick wall in a shadow filled alley. Of with the lines "I been very tempted/to grab it from the tilVI been very hungry/But not
course it's shot in black and white. It suits them because they always act like they have their enough to kill".
·
backs to a wall and will have to fight to get to the other side.
"The Crooked Beat" evokes the barroom rock escapism of gritty South London, while
Unfortunately, the new album contains too little fighting spirit and too much studio "Rebel Waltz," an ethereal demystification of war includes some intricate imagery.
trickery of the type the Clash have always avoided. That said, "Sandanista" is still a
The third side provides some rock relief with "Lightning Strikes," Joe Strummer's
tremendous album, simply because with six record sides to work with, the Clash can allow stream-of-consciousness account of his stay in N~w York during the transit strikes, the drivsome needless fun and games and still record enough knockout tunes to confirm my belief ing beat harkening back to "The Magnificant Seven."
that they're the best rock group working these days.
.
"Corner Soul" asks "is the music calling for a river of blood" and never gives a straight
Just like the title tune of the group's last alb~, "London Calling," "Sandanista's" first' answer. "Up in heaven(not only here)" is a bitter look at high-rise London ghettos where
song immediately grabs your attention, and then doesn't .let go for five sides.
"wives hate their husbands and their husbands don't care."
"The Magnj.ficant Seven" is a remarkable dance tune bearing a close resemblance to the
"If Music Could Talk" is a surreal, schizoid piece of work, and sounds a little too selfbig disco hit of iast year "Rapper's Delight," except instead of singing-talking about getting conscious for comfort.
sick, eating over at friend's house, Joe Strummer rips off a litany of Joe Factory Worker's
Side four is probably the best, including a great anti-war song. "The Call Up" urges young
day, invoking Marx, Engels and Socrates among others.
people to ignore draft registration, then gives spme powerful reason why:
The key line is "You're frettin', you're sweatin', but did you ever notice you aip't gettin'
anywhere?". Most people will be moving too fast to notice. Topper Headon contributes an
All the young people down the ages
infectious drumbeat and Mick Jones' lyrical guitar begs you to get up and dance. Discos
They gladly marched off to die '
would be crazy to pass this one up, though hearing the Clash played in a disco would be an
Proud c~ty fathers used to watch them
ultimate irony.
- - tears in their eyes
There is another great dance tune on side ~me called "Ivan meets G.I. Joe," 'in which
.•. There is a rose that I want to live for
representatives of the two world powers battle for supremacy on the floor at Studio 54. II- ·
Although God knows I may not have met her
lustrated on the lyric sheet in a comic strip, it's all made to seem very ridiculous until the
There is a dance and I should be with her
'· " .
lyrics remind us head-to-head competition between these two powers is no laughing matter.
There is a town like any other
An irresistable guitar hook makes this another tune which will get your feet moving.
It's up to you not to heed the call up ...
"Junco Partner" is a reggae tune featuring Strummer's down and out vocals and quasicynical lyrics, while "Hitsville U.K." is ari apothesis of the punk movement, featuring Mick
Jones' girlfriend Ellen Foley on vocals.
Backed by layers ·of percus8ion and singing from a void with a restraint and poignancy rare
"Something About England" is an interesting tune. The young narrator meets an embit- in rock today, Strummer and the Clash sum up the universal tragedy of war in five and onetered old man in a jail cell, who tells of the WWII generation who "limped around Leicster half minutes. It is a brilliant achievement.
square" and soon became bewildered by the economic, technologicaJ and social convulsions
"The Equaliser" is a heartfelt plea for the working class to "put down the tools" and ask
that followed.
"Geneva, Wall Street, who makes them so fat?". Once again singing from the echoey void,
Strummer gives the old man's part a mournful reading, and the song seems to be a rebut- Strummer lends the song a pleading but staunch quality begging for his logic to be reasoneq ..
tal to those who tell inadvertant lies about the "good old days".
with.
·
Side two is highlighted by "One More Time," in which Strummer gives a poignant reading
"Washington Bullets" starts out with a list of past foreign government interferences l:>y
to this tune bout the pain of the ghetto, and the warning of repraisals. When Strummer sings
"Must I get a witness? for all this misery/There's no need to brothers everyone can see" the CIA: "For Castro is the color/Is a redder than red/Those Washington Bullets want
you can feel his sorrow about the reality of poverty, resolute and yet daunted by the Castro dead," but then pats America on the back for not bailing out Somoza last year during
the popular revolt i&Nicaragua led by the Sandanista's "Human rights from America."
hugeness of the problem.
However, the song continues
with another list of imperialist
abuses that are going on today "If
you can find an Afghan rebeVThat
the Moscow bullets missed/Ask
him what he thinks of voting Communist."

a

luter Gift Packs
Life Saver candy in a special Easter Gift Pack
Regular $2.50 Sale priced this week at only $1.69

Wrist Watches
Check out our special Easter values on
all of our Wrist Watches
Now discounted 20%

Cuddly Animals

"Wanna wi~tle wabbit ... "cute little stuffed
animals are always a hit at Easter, and
we have them just waiting for your good home ...

Cards

We have a special selection of Easter cards with
baby chicks, rabbits - the whole Easter works

At

Unfortunately, the quality of the
record starts falling on side five.
"Lose This Skin" is a pleasant oddity, a quavering female singer
giving an emotional rendering ·
backed by . strings and even
bagpipes. .
Mick Jones' "Charlie Don't
Sw.i" sounds almost pleasant, but
packs a punch lyrically. "Junkie
Slip" is merely enervating, and
"Kingston's Advice's" drone and
disturbing images somehow don't .
sound convincing.
Side six could be subtitled "The
Clash Discover The Modern Recording Studio" or "The Clash Run
Out of Material."
"Version City" is a good reggae
tune, and "Career Opportunities"
is funny as keyboardist Mickey
Gallagher's two young sons sing "I
hate all my school's rules/They
think I'm just another fooVCareer
opportunities the one's that never
knock" and then run off some
rather unglam~ous professions
that they feel they're being groomed for like "bus driver" or "ticket
taker."
· However, the rest is generally
studio bab6le. The Clash produced
this LP themselves and did an excellent job on songs like "The Call
Up,!' but I get the feeling they are
out of their element when they ·
· start toying with studio effects for
their own sake. Stuff like that is
better left to the Brian Erio's of the
world.
Despite some faults which stem
mostly from inherent stumbling
blocks for an album, "Sandanista"
is a powerful record, one that will
stand repeated playings. It contains little of the. raw energy of
previous Clash albums, but this
should make them more accessible
to the masses. The music and the
message are there, and deserve to
be heard widely.
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Gu~del~ne
the Republic of China.It will show
April 15 in the SUB Theatre.

Films
._ Flash Gordon, starring Sam J.
Jones is back to save earth with
Dr. Zarkov (Topol). Produced by
Dino De Laurentis, they stir up the
opressed people of Mongo to overthrow the Ruler of the Universe,
Ming the Merciless (Max Von
· ~ydow). Melody Anderson, who
plays_Dale Arden, is also on hand
for _this adaptation of the ·1936
comic-page characters created by
Alex Raymond. Tonight in the SUB
Theatre at 3,7 and 9:30.
Apocalypse Now, directed by
rancis Ford Coppola, stars Martin Sheen as a captain on a mission
to execute Marlon Brando during
the Vietnam conflict. April 16 in
the SUB Theatre at 3, 7 and 9:30.
Being There stars Peter Sellers
and Oscar-winner Melvyn
Douglas. April 23 in the SUB
Theatre at 3,7 and 9:30.
Humphrey Bogart is showcased
in a double feature of the classics
"Casablanca" and "Treasure of
'ierra Madre." ~ In the SUB ·
Theatre at 3,7and10 p.m.
Victory - Plum Flower is a film
about the Chinese and the spirit of
the country · during wartime. The
lead character is a vagrant for
twhom people have no respect. But
when it comes to fulfilling his duty,
he acts as do all Chinese: with
patriotism and dignity. The film
received high . critical acclaim in

"Photographs by Bill Brandt",
80 prints highlighting the best of
his imagery from 1929 to -1975, including his docwnentation of London during World War II and more
recent nude studies will be on .
display in the Art Museum
Pavilion in the Seattle Center
through April 12.
Studio 10 Gallery in Yakima will
feature the acrylics of Bonnie
Anderson of Bellevue and Patricia
Proebsting collages through April
15.

1

arts fest

Music

Vocal Jazz Summit featuring the
jazz choirs from Columbia Basin
College, Edmonds Community College, Mt. Hood Community College
and Central. Adrilission $3 general,
$2 students, 8 p.m. Hertz Hall,
tonight.

The 12th Annual Kittitas County
School Exhibit will feature work by
students in kindergarten through
high school at the Ellensburg Community Art Gallery through April
25.

Positions
available at.

· Leinaweaver and performed in the
McConnell Multiform Theatre
Erly Musike Springe f easte April 24, 25 and 29 at 8 p.m.
featuring the Madrigal Singers,
Poetry reading by Richard Dendirected by Barbara Brummett, ner will be presented April 28 in the
and the Recorders, directed by G. Language and Literature Building
Russell R9ss. April 24 at 7 p.m. in Lounge at 7: 30 p.m.
the SUB Ballroom. Phone 963-1216
The Miracle Worker, the story of
for reservations.
Helen Keller, and directed by stuCentral Series recital perfor- dent Carol Chamberlin, will be
mance by guest · artist Paul presentecJ April 16, 17 and 18 in the
Douglas on flute. April 28, 8 p.m. Threepenny Playhouse, 8 p.m.
Hertz Hall.
Central Symphony Concert with
soloists Paul Douglas, flute and
Theatre
Tim Strong, piano. Conducted by
Eric Roth. A designated Music
.S eascape by Edward Albee will Schclarship Benefit concert, April
be directed by Richard 29 at 8 p.m. in Hertz Hall.

New Photographies, a unique
collection of photographic imagery
will show in Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery through May 1.

Orchesis and Jazz Band I combine· talents in a dance/concert
April 10and11 in Hertz Hall, 8 p.m.
The Young Ambassadors from
Brigham Young Priiversity will
perform April 11 at Yakima's
Capitol Theater. The traveling
diplomats have performed their
musical variety show in Europe,

The Edmonds Arts Festival
Association has announced that
positions.are available for the food
concessions and performing artists
during the 24th Annual Edmonds
1 Arts Festival, June 19, 20 and 21.
' Applicants should contact
Richard Schaertl (206)775-8898,
Eleanor Granmo {206)778-7563, or
the Edmonds Arts Festival
Association, P.O. Box 212, Edmonds, Washington 98020.
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Modern Optical
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SIMPLE E'CONOMICS
YOUR PRESENT MONTHLY GAS BILL AT
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BUY OR LEASE A 1981 HONDA CIVIC 1300 HATCHBACK . ~ . CHANCES ARE YOUR GAS-BILL WILL
BE-

•

''Sights and
•

Sounds _of Jazz ''
presented by

CWU's Ja-Z:z ·sand I
and the

Orchesis ·Dancers
April 10&11,8:00p.m.
Hertz Auditorium

Tickets· $3.50 Available at:

•

Shapiros • Stereocraft
3UB Info Booth

A MONTHLY SAVINGS OF NEARLY

1/2 ~~~~~~_LEASE PAYMENT
(Plus Low Insurance &Maintenance Costs)

_1981 HONDA CIVIC HATCHBACK
36-Month CLOSED END LEASE
,

(ON APPROVED CREDIT)

~lu~
·
Leasin
_
g~
'3 OPEN SUNDAY
.
I

07 S. 17th St.

11-4

__

57p-1090
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Unique photo collection in gallery
Once an artist convinces people
of a photograph's believable quality says James Sahlstrand, they
can be drawn into the photo, "and
the artist manipulates reality so
the images become super-real.''
This is a taste of the altered
reality one can find in the "New
Photographies" exhibit scheduled
April 6 through May 1 in CWU's
Sarah Spurgeon Gallery.
"New Photographies" is the
brainchild of Sahlstrand, Central
art professor and Spurgeon
Gallery director. For the past ten
years the nationally-known
photographer, teacher and adjudicator has brought new trendS
in photography to Central through
this exhibit.
In 1971 when Sahlstrand first
devised the "New Photographies"
show, a unique collection of works
using photographic imagery,
materials or process, there was not

another show like it, Sahlstrand
said.
The exhibit began with works
submitted from 90 artists, expanding to a current field of more than
400 artists, from 41 states, submitting their art pieces.
This year the eleventh annual
"New Photographies" exhibit will
display more than 350 works by 69
artists.
According to Sahlstrand, when
he started the project he had a
strong feeling that people were doin g a lot of experimental
photographic work .. The most obvious example then was the
amount of photo silkscreening being done.
"The whole basis of the show
when we began it,'' Sahlstrand
said, "was to run a nationwide
open photographic competition
which didn't restrict the work to
· conventional photography."

"New Photographies" has gone
past those accepted forms of
photography. In the past the show
has had three-dimensional fabrications, silkscreens, intaglios, metal
etchings and lithographs, along
with prints made on tile, paper,
wood, ceramics and plastic.
''I received my MF A in
photography at a time when it was
considered a lower quality from of
artistic expression," Sahlstrand
said, adding that the medium is
gaining "art" acceptance.
CWU's "New Photographies"
competition, with all submittals

'

judged by a screening committee State University.
CWU faculty and graduate
Sahlstrand said he feels the de:
students, does not award prizes. mand for the travelling exhibit will
Instead CWU's Art Guild, a student increase when more universities
art group funded by the Associated become aware of its availability.
Students of Central, purchases
"Several years ago the exhibit
some of the displayed works.
was largely three-dimensional,
Sahlstrand hopes to purchase funky work," said Sahlstand.
about 20 works this year to be add- "Last year's was very
ed to Central's travelling "New . sophisticated. The works are
Photographies" exhibit, consisting becoming more refined, and are
of 30 purchased or donated pieces. returning t.o actual photography."
The travelling exhibit is present"New Photographic;s" is
ly at the College of Redwoods in available for free public viewing in
California. It has also been on CWU's Randall Hall gallery from 8
display at Olympia's Evergreen a.m. to5p.m. MondaythroughFriState College and at Tennessee · day·

I of

Helen Keller story on CWU stage
"The Miracle· Worktr," the
di'ama of Helen Keller's entry into
the world of human corrununication, and of her teacher, Anne
Sullivan, who worked the miracle
of bringing language to ihe deaf
and blind child, will open on the
'
Central stage April 16.
Written by William Gibson, the

play premiered in New York in
1959, with a blockbuster cast including Anne Bancroft as teacher
Sullivan, Patty Duke as the young
Helen, and Patricia Neal as her
mother.
The student production is being
directed by senior Carol Ann
Chamberlin, of Ellensburg.

The play will be staged at 8 p.m.
April 16,17 and 18 in Barge Hall's
Threepenny Playhouse. There is ·
no admission charge.
The cast includes Kirsten James
as Helen Keller, Marilyn Thatcher
as Kate Keller, Edward James as
Captain Keller and Jaimee T. •
Miller as Anne Sullivan.

•BOOKS
o PRINTS

o COFFEE

•TEA
202 E. FOURTH
962-2375

New mini-course offered. at fest
A new, non-credit mini course
aimed at the vacationer who wants
to make the most of a one-week
stay in Ashland, will be offered by
the Institute of Renaissance
Studies
at
the
Oregon

In addition to attending seven
productions, participants can have
morning coffee and rolls while exploring the ideas and themes
behind the productions with faculty and company members.
Wednesday and Friday Festival
noon lectures will offer further in. sight into the Ashland experience.
A tour of the three Festival

Presents

Mason

Dixon

9:30 - 1:30 a.rn.

Line

Thro Saturday

theatres is scheduled along with
admission to the new Exhibit
Center where students will have an
opportunity to become acquainted
with the Festival's past.
Other Institute offerings,
presented in cooperation with
Southern Oregon State College,
will include Festival Plays and
Productions, consisting of three,
two-week classes concentrating on
Comedy, Drama, and . the
Elizabethan and other stages, and
a Renaissance Music Workshop.
To obtain an Institute brochure
or for further information write
Paul Barnes, Institute of
Renaissance Studies, Box 158, Or
97520, or phone (503) 482-2111, Ext.
114.

"Did you know!"
Valley School
of
CosmotOlogy
Saves
Haircuta $3.so .
Blowdry $3.50

next week april 14 thru _18

Money! ·. .
f~ to ~ off 8tandard

participating prices) -·

'
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Oiamond squad looks
for "fair" weather
...

se.r1es
Central's baseball team returns
to action after a .two-week layoff ·
frbm counting games tommorrow
at Bellingham in the first game of
a three-game . series with the
Western Washington Vikings.
The single nine-inning contest
gets w1derway: at 3 p.:tn., - while
Saturday's twinbill starts at noon.
1.le Wildcats-return to Ellensburg
for a ·n.oon doubieheader with
·,
Eastern op Sunday.
The 'Celts, 5-7 on'the year_and 3-4
in NAIA games, were rained out of
·doubleheaders with Whitworth and
Gonzaga last week (to run ·their
~ eak ·of · rain-outs to eight consecutive games
four
doubleheaders) although they did ·
play three non-counting games
against junior college opposition.
Central defeated Shoreline 24-8
and Skagit Valley 12-1, ·but lost to

I

state C.C. power Yakima Valley
11-4 on Tuesday.
Freshman Dan Kain leads the
Wildcat offense with a .433
average, collecting 13 hits in 30 atbats. Kain is currently riding a sixgame bitting streak and leads the
team in RBis with 14, twice as
many as any other Central player.
Kain is also tied for the team lead
in homeruns with sophomore Mike
McG\rire with 2.
DesfStorey tops CWU in the run
scoring department with 14 and is
hitt,i ng a re~pectabl~. .297
( 11-oE37). .Shortstop Jerry
Atamanchuk is second in .batting
with a .371 average (13-0f~35) and
leads the team in doubles with
three.
Matt Meinhold is third at. the
plate, hitting safely at a .333 clip

, BRINGING THE HEAT - Seattle sophomore Mark Remingt.on displays the fo_rm he used to baffle
Gonzaga University for three-innings of ~ne~hit ball ~o pick up a save against the tough Zags.
Remington, in only his se~ond year of pitching, comes a 3.52 ERA.

(12-of-36), while sharing first Dase . innings, walking 13 and str~g
Doug Houser .iS 1-1 with a 3.73
and designated hitter duties for the -<,out 1 ..
ERA, but has allowed just one
Wildcats. In limited action Dave
Mark Remington has shown proJorgenson is hitting an even .500
earned run in his last eight innings
(4-of-8) .
mise, saving a win· against tough on the mound. John Granberg is
The pitching department is head- . Gonzaga (which has won 17-of-19
ed by Brent Stevens with a 2-1 ; games after a poor s~) with : also 1-1 with a 4.05 ERA an~ Plato record and a sparkling 2.77 ERA. three innings of one-hit relief. He Dimakos and earl Azeltine ooth~
He has given up just six ~ts in 13 sports a 3.52 ERA.
·. ·
Icarry 6.00 ERAs.

·

Phimister, Freeburg, Howell qua~;!Y ·
for nationals in distance events
The CWU men's track team
travels to Spokane Saturday to
_compete in the Sasquatch trackand-field Invitational.
The Wildcats continued to
display their long~tance prowess Saturday in the Western
Washington University Invitational as Phil Phimister (Camas,
Sr.) posted a national-qualifying
time of 14:42.4. in the 5,000 meter
run.
Phimister's time was his career
best and was 10 seconds faster than
the time that won him the NAIA
District 1 title a ·year ago.
Phimuster has also qualified for
nationals in the 10,000. He ran a
school record 29: 46.5 March 21 in
CWU' s Shelly Wheeler
the Oregon Invitational at Eugene,
Ore. John Freeburg (Puyallup,
Sr.,) illso qualified for nationals at
Eugene with 30:29.
Central's women's tennis team, and Clark by identical 9-0 scores
Central's only C!ther national
2-5 · on the season, travels · to last week and lost to. Pacific
Portland Friday to take ·on Lutheran by the same score MonPortland State University in a pair day (April 6).
of dual meets.
~
CW,Q STATISTICS: Singles
The two teams are matched in a (Matcties;·sets, Games) - Cheryl
_,,,.
o-p.m. dual Friday, then face each Shaw 3-3, 6-8, 60-60; Teresa Shrout
Central's women's track team,
other again at 9 a.m. Saturday 3-4, 6-9, 57-75; Teresa Smick which travels to Spokane Saturday
{Ephrata) 2-2, 4-4, 3116~ , Kathy ~tQ compete in the Sasquatch Invitamonrlng . . · .,. -- - ~ Teresa Shrout (Renton - Lind- Wimer 2-4, 6-8, 6().;63; Rhondi Adair tional, has qualified five perbergh, S<?.) and Cheryl Sh~W- ·2-5, 5-10, 42-74; Shelley Wheeler formers so far for the AIAW Divi(Chimacum -, Pennisula CC, Jr.) (Ellensl>If~) 2-5, 4-10, 41~9; Mindy sion 2 regionals May 7-~ at the
are CWU's two top winners after Knutson (;Seattle) ().:4, 1-8, 18-51. University of Puget Sound.
u ven matches. Shrout is 3-4 and DOhBLES (Matches, Sets,
Shaw has a 3-3 record~
Games) - Adair-Shrout 3-4, 6-9,
The latest qualifier was Laura
In doubles the team of Rhodi 55-71; Wheeler-Smick 1-2, 3-4, Buskala (Oak Harbor, So.), who
Adair ~Des Moines - Highline CC, 26-32; Knutson-Shaw 2-2, 4-6, 39-42; qualified in the javelin Saturday
Sr.) and Shrout have the best Wheeler-Wimer 0-3, 0-6, 10-36; with a toss of 37.1 meters, comrecord with three wins and four Wimer-Ann David (Centralia) 1-0, peting in the SOuthern Oregon Inlosses. · "'
· · ·
· 2-0, 12-4; Shaw-Wimer M, 3-2, vitational. ·. · .
~cwu defeated Seattle and Lewis 26-20.
Previous regional qualifiers in-

Women's tennis ·2-5

qualifier so far is Roger Howell
(Naches, So.) in the marathon.
The Wildcas have qualified four
5,000 meter runners for the District
: 1 meet, which will be hosted by
CWU May 8-9. In addition to
Phimister, the 5,000 qualifiers are
Freeburg (14.50), JackStillmaker,
Seattle - Highline CC, Sr., (14:57)
and Scott Fuller (Palmer, Alaska,
So.) with a best of 15:32. ALl three
times were recorded Saturday,
however Freeburg and Stillmaker
· had previously recorded qualifying
times.
Phimister ran fourth at Bellingham, but he was the only fouryear college· runner among the top
six finishers. CWU's b«i$i finish in
the non-team scoring meet\. was
four seconds.
" Howell finished second in the
10,000 in 32:45.41; Dan Smith
. (Selah, Jr.) .high jumped 6-4 for s&I

I cond. Jim Holding (Onalaska, So,),
j a transfer from Yakima Valley,
was second in the 110 meter
: hurdles in 15.68 and Darrell
i Charles (Seattle - Roosevelt, Sr.)
triple jumped 44-2 o/4 for second.
-CWU's other placewinners .inl cludedJonSmith (Tumwater, Jr.),
1 fifth in the shot put, 43-71h; Tom
i Bourque (Kirkland, Fr.), sixth in
lthe shot, 43-5; Charles, fourth in
\the long jump, 21-41h and CWU 400
:meter relay team, fifth in ~.23.
. DISTRICT QUALIFIERS: 5,000
Phimister t Stillmaker,
i Freeburg, Fuller. 10,000 - No stani dard. Steeplechase - Ted Mit!telstaedt (Reardan) 9:38.8; 1500 : Bob Prather (Selah) 3:59.8; Shot
' Put- Jon Smith 45-5; Triple Jump. Charles 45-31h; High Jump - Tom
~ Morse (Snohomish, Jr.) 6-4, Dan
Smith 6-41h; Long Jump - Charles
22-lllh.
.
1

I

I

Women qualify 5 for 17egionals

.Men. ne_tters at home
The cwu men's team begins the
The Wildcats then host Eastern
home portion of its 1981 tennis Washington Saturday at 2 p.m.
EWU defeated .Central 9-0 Saturschedule Friday against St. mar- day in the 'Cats season debut. cwu
~'s College. The match begins at was schduled to play Yakima
. V· alley College Tuesda y.
2 p.m. ·

eluded Laura Myers (Edmonds,
Jr.) in the. 3,000 (10:26.7), 1500
(4:50.5) aqd the 800 meters
: (2:21.8); Nancy Gregg (Vancouver
· - Evergreen,·So.) in the high jump
.(5-2) and Jill Palmquist (Ephrata,
. Sr.) in the shot put (39-lllh):
Lorna Beaver (South Bend, So.)

is CWU's only national qualifier.
She has a best of 133-51h in the
javelin. ·
Beaver's toss earned her one of
three ·first places won by CWU
Saturday in the Southern Oregon
meet. Palmquist also finished first
with a discus throw of 121 feet and
Myers, from Meadc;>wdale High
School, led a 1-2 cwu sweep in the
3,000 with a time of 10:37.6. Carol
Christensen (Langley, Fr.) finish. ed second in 11 :07.
CWU also picked up second
places from Sheri McCormick
(Seattle, Jr.) iii the 400 meters
(59.9) and from its two-mile relay
team of Kitty Teller (Issaquah),
Beaver, Buskala and Myers ·
(11:07.2).
.
Other CWU placers , includ~
Teller. in the 10,000, fifth in
43:04.47; Dawna Bell (Redmond .-

Lake Washington, So.), sixth in the
1500 in 5:31.07; Palmquist, third in
the shot (39-10); Denise Steele
; (Sumas - Nooksack Valley, Fr.),
i sixth in the 400 (62.7); Brenda
;Allenbaugh {Ellensburg, Sr.),
1 sixth in the high jump ('4-6) and 400
hurdles (76.64) and fifth in the long
: jump (13-9ih) and its mile relay~
:team of Steele, McCormick, Shari
: Potter (Bellevue, Sr.). _
anp Allen. baugh, fourth in 4:21.5.

I

, "It was · a good meet for us,"
' coach Jan Boyungs said~ "We had
: some fine performances especi2 Uy.
from Beaver in the javelin and McCormick in the 4oo. This is new
event for Sheri and she ran it
well.''

a

l
1

I

Team scores - Southern Oregon
129, Chico State 119, George Fox ·
109 Central 76, Humboldt State 76.
'

.
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college gridders enroll dt ·Central
Thirteen junior college football
players, including seven from
state champion Olympic, have
enrolled at Central for the spring
quarer and will play football this
fall for the Wildcats.
"This is an excellent group of
football players," CWU Coach
Tom Parry said. "Along with the

Basin Collge and Toppenish High
Schoo~ and Brian Frauenholtz

from Yakima valley College.
Osborn (6-0, 180, Bremerton)
. was selected the top JC quarterback in the state last fall. He ranked first in passing with 1452 years
and 11 touchdowns, directing
Olympic to an 8-2 record.

~~!~;:r:::~:=~~:g~~
they should help fill out our
squad."
The Olympic players will join
teamate Mike Grant (6-0, 183,
Tacoma - Curtis), who enrolled
here for the winter quarter. Grant
is a wide receiver.
.

"We recruited a good chunk off a
' ' ·very fine Olympic team. Coack
(Mike) Dunbar has done an excellent job of recruiting;' Parry
said. "This is definitely one of our
best groups of JC transfers.'' ·
Among the recruits are three
quarterbacks - Olympie's Marty
Osborn; Jeff Speer from Columbia

CWU. Mansfield plays tight end
and Wood is a linebacker.
In addition to Osborn, three
other recruits, all from Olympic
earned state all-star recognition.
Paul Stotenberg (6-0, 215, Tacoma·
Franklin-Pierce), the Olympic
defensive captain, and fullback
Greg Kessel (6-0, 200, Olympia -

;:~~ta!~c::~

:0~:,a:d

"He is an excellent option
r:!d
quarterback," Dunbar, CWU's Mike Edde (6-4, 223, Bremerton)
defensive coack and recriuting was selected for honorable mencoordinator, said. "A number of
major schools told me they would tion. Stotenberg plays linebacker
have been interested ~him if they and Edde is offensive guard.
ran the option defense.''
Other Olympic transfers are
Speer, a 6-2, 210 pounder, passed center Jim Connally .(6-4, 210,
for 786 yards in seven games for . SOuth Kitsap); wide receiver Scott
Sayler (6-0, 171, Bothell) and
CBC. He is a drop-back style tackle Joe Lalusa (6-1, 240,
passer and has an excellent arm, Honolulu-Farrington).
Dunbar said.
,
Steve Crow~ll (5-9, 210 Moses
.F .ra~enholtz
.. (6~2,
190, Lake), a _defensive lineman from
Marysville-Pilchuk) is one of three ' Spokane Falls and Kenny Bagley
YVC transfers. Richard Mansfield ~5-11, 195, Mt. Tahoma), ·3.defen(6-5, 225, Tacoma - Clover Park) sive ·lineman from CBC and a
and Frank Wood (5-11, 195, Kit- former all-state prep player, com·
titas) are also transferring to plete the list.

Basketball awcJrds preSe~ted
Mike Barney and Mel Ninnis
were selected by their teammates
to receive the captain and inspirational awards, respectively, for the
1980-81 Central Washington
University basketball season.
Barney, who as also voted the
hustle award, led the team in
assists with 101 and steals with 59
and was the team's fourth leading
scorer, averaging 7.2 points per
game.
"He was our most consistent
· player the entire season," CWU
Coach Dean Nicholson said of the
6-1 senior from Shorecrest High
School and Edmonds Community
College.
Ninnis, a 6-3 junior· from Shelton
High School via Fort Steilacoom
Junior College, ·played in only 10 ·
games and , 27 minutes for the
Wildcats.
"Mel earned his award almost
entirely on the ·practice floor,"
Nicholson said. "To be recognized
by'his teammates without getting a
whole lot of plyaing time is a credit
to him."

STRIKE THREE - Former Central baseball pitching ;tandout Dave Haverlo
Ninnis' outstanding statistical
laughs it up during halftime of a CWU basketball game. Haverlo is smiling performance came late in the year
less these days after been cut by the Seattle Mariners lost week.
when he grabbed nine rebounds in 1
just four minutes of action against ~
Seattle University.

VAROOM, VAROOM

BANK FAST

.
'
Central, which qualified for the free throw percentage (82.0) and
NAIA national tournament for a Lucky Taylor (Jr., Anchorage)
record eighth consecutive season, paced the team in blocked shots
~inished with a 21-12 record. The
(28) and scoring average (14.5).
loss total was the most ever for a ·
Barney, center Howie Long
CWU Nicholson-coached team.
(Bellevue)
and guard Jerome ColJohn Harper, a junior from
lins
(New
Orleans,
LA) are the onDenver, Colo., led the Wildcats in
scoring and rebounding with 358 ly players Central loses to graduapoints and 235 boards. He also pac- tion.
ed the squad in field gaol percenNicholson completed his 17tl:i
tage (50.8), turnovers (74), fouls season at Central by winning his
(103) and disqualifications (7).
15th district title. His overall
Eli Carter (Jr._, Seattle) led in record here is now 387-127.

Art of Jewelery
Diamond
Wedding
Blue
Rings
Agate
Class
Designed
Rings
309 N. Pearl 925-9560
lii~iiiiiii~iiiiii~iiiili~iiiili~iiiili~iiiiii8iiiiii8iiiiii8iiiiii8iiiiii~iiiiii~i&'
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Buckateers perform here Tuesday
Meadowlark
Lemon's . 17 years and has played profesBucketeers take on the California ; sional basketball since 1940.
Coasters Tuesday, April 14 at · Jackson is a showman who can lay
Nicholson Pavilion ·in a benefit for a penny on the . top of the
the American Cancer Society. ! backboard, leap again and retrieve
Game time is 7 p.m.
it.
A special halftime game will pit . At 6-11, the tallet Buckateer is
the Buckate.e rs against the Allen · "Blue Eyes" Winder. In
black comedy basketball, tradiEllensburg "Dribblers".
Each player on the local team tionally only the rival team is
white, but Meadowlark was imwill be sponsored by a local
business with proceeds going to the

pressed with the former University
of Houston player's double figure
scoring average and asked him to
join the team.
Tickets for the exhibition are
$5.50 for adults and $4 for students.
Tickets are available at the CWU
student union . building and · at
3tereocraft in Ellensburg and at
Budget Tapes and Records in
Yakima. ·

Reg·1stra·t·10' n..

Kittitas County unit of the '
American Cancer Society.
. --------NOMINATED - Central President Donald Garrity presents a certificate of , Buffalo Bob Hards, KXLE's ·
From page one
nomination for the Harry S. Truman scholarship to sophomore Paul Beattie. morning disc jockey and the voice
of the Ellensburg Bulldog and worse than any other. And if said. "Right now, if a class closes
CWU Wildcat football and basket- anyone should know; it would be we have no idea how many addi,.
.
ball teams, will emcee the halftime him, as this quarter marked his. tional people want into it."
,. ,, With the new system, classes
festivities.
forty-fourth CWU registration.
For information on how to
And, believe it or not, things will will be scheduled on a demand
become a sponsor, contact Dick get better.. At least acco~g, ~o basis, meaning simply, that if
sCholarship were judged on their Meir at 963-1515~ All contributions Bovos:
there are ·a ·large number of
By MELISSA YQUNG
high school and college are tax deductible.·
·By winter of next year, Central ~tudents wanting a praticular
Of the CQ,mpus Crier
transcripts, an outline of their · .Lemon~ who, circled the globe students will never. be subject to ~lass, it will be offered more times.
·
educational goals and en essay -w~th the Harlem Globetrotters for another arena scheduling session
,After whaf some may c_o nsidei'a covering any politiCal subject of in- 22 years, formed his own team in again.
Then, at -the bet;inning of each
rough ending to his high school terest to the applicant.
1979 with ex-Globetrotters Marquarter students will have the op. eareer, sophomore Paul Beattie
The scholarship is an award of ques Haynes and Jumpin' Jackie
The registrar's office has devis- portunity to change the classes
has·shown that.he has what it takes $5,000 per year for four years, Jackson.
ed a system that will allow they wish on an add-drop basis.
to ~onquer the world of higher lear- Beattie said.
Meadowlark is best known for a students to fill out class request
But for Brad Williamson, all of
ning. .
..
.
Garrity said that after passing "never-miss" midcourt hook shot fornis, which will be processed, ' this offers little comfort. As the
Beattie, a poht~cal science ~a- the initial screening. Beattie will and a gift of inventing the•.basket- and the students schedule will be tables are being folded and put
, ior, _has been n~mmated. to rec~i~ve now .have . to be friterviewed by a h .ball shenanigans that plague the made available to them before the away all around him, the blond" t~~1J;!arry~S·. Truman Sc~~larship, ' review panel for the scholarship Coasfers' defense.
.
end of the current quarter.
haired sophomore takes this para nationwid~ compebtlo~ for committee. He will be notified of
Haynes had his own comedy
:"hThis will tell us what you (the 1ting shot, "I guess I can always ·
, students planmn~ to enter a field of the results April 25.
team, the , Harlem Magicians, for students), really want," Bovos .~ke an art class."
.
gov:ernment serv.1ce.
Beattie said he hopes to get involved in legislature after law
school, either in Olympia or even
Washington, D.C. "But that's a
long way off," he said, adding that
he hasn't investigated any law
schools yet.
Ai'r force :is increasing in
Bet you didn't know that
He graduated from Naches High
importance, not diminAir Force navigators are
School in January of 1980 without
ishing. If you'd like to
"a big .deal," as he says. But it
currently flying a wide
turned into a big deal six months
hear the REAL story convariety of aircraft inlater, when school officials voted
cerning
this challenging
cluding fighters, strategic
not to allow him and another
field
contact
Lt Col David
· bombers, tankers, transclassmate who had also graduated
Hubbard in Peterson
ports and reconnaissance
early to participate in commenc. Hall, Room 203 or c~ll
ment exercises with the rest of the
aircraft. Contrary to
class.
,
963-2314.
popular opinion the role
Beattie speculated that he would
of the navigator in todays
have been valedictorian of his
class, but he opted to pass up that
honor and go straight to college instead.
And now, according to President
Donald Garrity, Beattie, a
member of the Douglas · Honors
College, has been selected as one o(
two
semi-finalists
from
Washington state. There 'are 77 ·
winners, one from each state and
the U.S. territories, and 25 at-large
Gateway to a great way of life.
winners.
Photo by Dione Coburn

B8attie nominated ·for
~.

'

Hari-y Truman scholarship ,

CHART YOUR OWN COURSE

:ROTC

Competitors for the · Truman

FAST DRIVE·UP BANKING.
\\'itldour l<tm's. our Elk·nsl>urg l>t«111d1 driH·-up
filcilit\· is tilt• l;uw·st in f<J\\·11. 'Jh1i 1rn·;i11S \'< >11 c;i11 d< >
rnur i>a11ki11g faster than t·n·r l>dort•.
. :\11<1 tight(]()\\'. \\'e'll giH ~'()ll (I dt·lici< >!IS ~lllHlilt'.
fn·t'. just for tl'\ing it. So if rnu·rv <t f)<tcificl >a11k
rnst«>111t•r. tn•;it ~·c'>uN.>lf to.fast l><t11ki11g. ·111t·11 \\\;II
trmt \ou!
·Jf\uu <lll'll.t illrtwl\' ii custrnm·i: sttv 011 tilt· gils
i111<l l>e(·o111l 011<.>. Our iit'\\·. fc1st dri\'!'-up lil11t·s <trt·
;111othl'r grrnt rmson to hank \\·itli Pac if id >ank .
1

1

.iFREE.SOIDAE:t
II Just
bring tl_1is coµpo.n_ \\·her'. you clo ~mir. bar:~rng at .
our 11e\\' dn\'e-up facrht:-: We II
f?t anothe1
exch~mge 11

1
I

I coupon good for a free sundae at either Dairy Queen
I
I or \lcDonald's.
:
Reproduction or facsimile of this coupon not hono~d. I
1 Offer good now through April 24th. Cash value 1/20 of i(·.

I

I
I

............................ '----------...
Branch Drive-up Iflnes, 4th an<! Pearl 1
II Ellensburg
.Hours: 9-5 l\.londay through 1 hursda~; 9-6 Fnday
I

·SWEET DEAL ·

.
.,

111<:" :,,,, F [•I(.

,

Ellensburg Branch Drive-up Lanes, 4th and Pearl
Hours: 9-5 '.V1onda\' through Thursda\

~·6

Friday ___

\J
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SOMETHING DIFFERENT
CENTRAL
THIS SUMMER!
WASHINGTON
-..__...UNIVERSITY .

WHY SHOULD I?
ltON FROMM 23 year old senior from St. Paul,
Minn. (Park '75), Business ma;or: "Jt's tunny,
even though being an Army officer has always
appealed to me, I didn't takft ROTC during my
fi1st two yHrs of coflflgft. Then when I heard
that basic camp is a 2 year short cut through
the program, I reafly started thinking about it
again. Later I learned the best part . . . they
were wining to pay my round ·trip air tare to
Kentucky plus room and board at Fort Knox. I
made nearly $5()(J ·and earned 3 college credits...
and through it all I had no obligation-·kind of a
tree look! I think ii a studflnt is even remotely
interested, basic camp is the best way to go ...
afterwards you can make an int1tlligent decision
if you want to continue or not."

•Take a 2 year short cut through Army
ROTC at CENTRAL WASHINGION
UNI.:j
..
•

.._

... •

-,

''I'

VERSITY by attending a q·week

··~. ·~

can::ap at

Fort Knox, Kentucky, this summer. If
you'd -like to know more about ·what it's
like to be an officer, here's a chance to
take -' a close look without .committing
y~urself.

TRACY BINSFIEl.D 22 yffr old S#Hlior from Spokane (MHd 'nJ, Varsity Cross Country/Track,
Criminal Justice Maior: "I went to camp to have
a dilferent kind ol experience and to learn more
about what it would be like to be an officer.
When I was a student at Spokane Community
College I couldn't take ROTC, so camp gave me
a chance to make up the 2 years I had missed,
plus it also let me take a close look ·without
having to commit myself. I wouldn't take any·
thing for the chance to travel and meet kids
from all ovei the U.S. It was really interesting
to see the regional dillerences in people and to
grow close in friendship. I think those six WHks
were 11 wise Investment in the future."

/

• We pay your round trip air fare, room
a11d ·board, and nearly $500

plus

you'll earn 3 college credits! YOU 1NCU R NO OBLIGATION WHATSOEVER.
.
In fact, you are free .to leave camp. at
,.
'

.

any time. Our hope is that you'll like

..
• :r.,.

PETE l.llZ 23 yHr old senior from Curlew (Cur·
lew 76}, Social Worll major: "Camp was a lear11·
. ing experience in a variety of ways. The obiective
was to build leadership and Hll confidence. It's a challenge to be dealt with head on, a chance
to make new friends; and learn teamwork. Camp
has hardships, but it's not all mud and boots ...
there is ample time to visit the Officer's Club and
to cheek ciut rhe Louisville area. We rode one ol
those 1 big paddlewheel steamboats down the
Mississippi Rlwr and went to the Kentucky Der·
by racetrack. The main thing ;s that camp
opened up a few more doors to my future. TM
training received ;s valuable no matter what I
ultlmat.,y do. And now that I'm back on campus,
the $100 per month -I receive from ROTC really
helps out financially!"
•

' w~at

you see ~nd continue ~~t~ ,~BOTC .

next fall

if not, n~ questic;>n·s ··asked.

...,.
t'

• You'll meet both. male and female stud. ents
.

from over 275. universities. · You'll

learn such things as leadership skills,
map reading, first aid, marksmanship_,

ZACH 80NOS 19 year old sophomore from
'Medical Lake (Medical Lake '1'9}, Biology major:
"Basic camp was truly a super experience and
well worth the time spent ther•. I learned a lot .
more than I thought I would and met many intflr·
esting PflOple. I actually looked forward to what
uniqUfl experiences each day would bring and
bftgan to realize that becoming an officer
would /HJ valuable no matter what career I
choose in the future. The best thing about camp
was that It helped me make a decision I'm happy
with. fhe worst thing was having to say goodbye
to_all my new friends."

communications, and self-confidence.
• Spread your wings this summer and
vi~it

the historic heartland of America.

4

You~ll

have ample time to see-the sights

and make great memories . . . and . you
..

just

SELECT YOl:JR CAMP .DATE:
•MAY 17-JUNE 25
~MAY ?5-JULY 2
•MAY 31-JULY 9
•JUNE 28-AUGUST 6
•JULY 5-AUGUST 13
•JULY 12-AUGUST 20

migh~

.

discover an attractive· possi-

bil_
i ty for your future!

• Dr~p by Peterson Hall anytime and view
our 10-minute color film about . YOUR
summer adventure!

FOR ·MORE INFORMATION CALL C-O LLECT (509) 963-3518
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Sager elected t9 BOD . _
Board of Trustees meet tonight
framed storage building into a
According to Drinkwater, to fill a 11 The CWU Board of Trustees will fees.
Before the 7 p.m. meeting, power technology lab for the
meet at 7 p.m. _tomorrow in
BOD
position,
a
special
election
Of the Campus Crier
Trustees will tour the remodeled Technology and Industrial Educamust be held after obtaining a let- ; Bouillon Hall.
McConnell ·Hall, with newly com- tion Department.
' 'I am excited to be a part of the t~r of resignation, six months prior
The trustees will ve asked to ap-- ·pleted office facilities for the CWU
decision.;making process," said to the end of the term. If there is prove the'. University hQuSlng and
The B.oard will hear reports on
Beverly Sager' the winner of a less than six months left in the food service rates for the 1981-82 Drama Department, a multiform the University's affirmatlye action
; special Board of Directors election term~)l joint committee made up academic year, which are approx- theatre and costume, prop and set progriim .and · a propo8ed new
held at the beginning of the quarter of ·current BOD members would imately ten percent above rates for construction labs. The Board will academic plan, as well as a briefvote on a motion to accept the- ing on current state legislative ac; to fill the vacted postion fromerly then interview the candidates.
the current year.
remodeling project.
ti 't'
hi h aff
held by Keith Olsen. "I feel 1 have a -Also voted on the election, was a
The Board will also consider avi ies w c
ect higher education.
They will consider proposed
lot of input to provide." Sager won proposal to change the ASC Conan
architectural
ul
proposal
to
hire
modifications to the Univeristy ad- . consultant in connection with the
the special election in a landslide stitution.
~ac ty and administratiye-permissions policies, concerning the remodellng of a campus .steel- · --s0111)el matters round out the agenAn increase in · the minimum
over three other candidates vying
da.
the board's No. 1 position.
number of credits earned by ~ payment or refund of tuition and
John Drinkwater director of stu- BOD members, , .from one to six
dent activities e~lained that the . was overwhehningly passed.562-48.
full-year term ~ows three months
''The rational behind 't his
for the newly elected member to .amendment was. that studen~
attend mettings and . learn the come to Central first to study and
board's procedures~ but they can we. want . to ~how that effort,"
not vote during tbiS transitional Drinkwater said.
period.
·
·
Now the amendment goes to the
1
Upon being accepted at · a schools Board of Trustees for ap-Califomia school Keith Olsen sub- proval, a standard procedure for
mitted a letter' or rei;ignation. all policies concerning C~.
"This was a tough choice for me,
?verall~ the voter turnout .for
I've enjoyed the challenges -0f be- this el~cbon · was not s_u?stanbal,
ing a BOD member," Olsen said. but Drinkwater had ant1c1pated an
He will complete spring qurter on even lower turnout because the
.:::..
the board but will attend Am- nature of the election was such that
bassador College in Pasadena little . time was allowed for
Calif. next fall.
' preparation.

By MARCI KERSTING

Financial aid ·l imited
for surrimer quarter
.·
"'
available, no .funds remain.
The Office of Financial Aid at . , Students nµght, also, check with
· CWU Will have very limited finan- loeal banks, credit unions or savsummer, ings and loan organizations to 'see
cial aid available
• 1981. Financial-.· aid will be if funds might be available through
available only in the form of Col- the -Washington Guaranteed Stulege Work-Study .employment and dent Loan. We understnad. funds
regular student employment.
will be very limited in that area as
Students interested in working wen.
,\
on the Collge Work-Study Program
Students who have questions
on a full or part-time basis should concerning summer aid -are encontact the Student Employment . couraged to stop by the Financial
Office, Room 205 Barge Hall, bet- Aid Office, Room 209 Barge Hall.
ween March 30th and April 10th. A Office hours are from 8 to 5
sign-up sheet will be available and weekdays.
the requirements for receiving
work-study employemnt will be
outlined for each student.
·
There will be no National Direct
• Student Loans or · Supplemental
Grants available during summer
quarter. All funds for the National
Direct Student Loan and Sup-plemental Grants were award~d
. during the academic year. With
the large increse in the number of
stUdents applying for aid for
SUMMER
1980-81 and with limited funds
.

for

1

:::J[:::::·:.:.':::.>::}?<F.f'} /;\,,,.,, ,::::~m~!\{'.: sole, tot1ped In durable
::\\t:u::,:::.:\\~:'. ::::::::x ::;;.,::::,::y:f ducJl fabric tor a spirited
fashion look. The price
Navy, Black, :Dark Brown, Mocha, makes the decision eny,
.. ,.,,,.,<·::

CWU. Study. Abroad Programs--;'

n

Ellen:.s burg
Bicycle Shop

Jfil,@c
·

,Academics: ·
The Extra Dimensio.11

•PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
•FASHION MERCHANDISING
STUDY-TOOR TO LONDON AND PARIS

Fall Quarter

~

•FRANCE

-:

•MEXICO

· .,.SPAIN

': \V~ .·

~~@Il®
. Come.See .Us _. .
Tuesday - Friday
.

·. . 12-6

.

Saturday ·J 0-5 ·
'Sun~y

·

- Monday
.- Closed ·

~·

FQR .FURTHER INFORMATION CON.Y.ACT

·INTERNATIONAL .
PROGRAMS

963-3612

BARGE 308

Apply by June 1st
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SPRING QUARTER GRADUACWU STUDENTS SEEKING special ed. only-application re- Journalists, 217 Ninth Ave. N.,
CWU GRADUAT~ DONNA
TION APPLICATIONS will be ac- JOBS should check the job listing quired; April 17, Omak School Seattle, WA 98109.
.
WFST, a consumer specialist for .
cepted in the Registrar's office un- books at Career Pianning and District, special ed. only-TMR
t the Washington State Departmenttil April 13. If you are planning to Placement, Barge 105. They are elementary. April 13-15 U.S.
SUMMER JOB OPENING AP- of Agriculture, will present a slide
complete degree requirements typed on a day-to-day basis.
Marine Corps, Barge 105.
PLICATIONS for college students program on super-marketing,
summer quarter but wish to parinterested in work in their career Ilabel packaging regulations, food
ticipate in commencement this
CENTRAL'S EIGHTH ANNUAL
FALL
1981
STUDENT fields, as well as applications for purchasing techniques and nutrispring, apply in the Registrar's of- . JOB FAIR will be April 22, ·open to TEACHING APPLICATIONS are fall scholarships are now available tional labeling Wednesday, April
fice .now. Summer grads will be all students, faculty and .staff still being accepted. Even though by sending a self-addressed · 1s at Michaelson Hall, room 126.
1
allowed to participate in com- members, in the SUB ballroom the deadline has passed, the Office envelope to The Scholarship Bank, ; The presentation, sponsored by the ,
mencement on a space available from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. You can of Student Teaching will still ac- ·10100 Santa Moncia Blvd., Suite :Student Member Section of the
basis only.
meet Northwest employers on an cepting the applications. No 750, Los Angeles, CA 90067.
Washington Home Economics
informal basis to discuss career guarantees will be made, however,
Association, will begin at 3 p.m.
CWU LIBRARY ORIENTATION possibilities.
as to assignments in preferred
STUDENT TEACHING AND
TOURS will be held twice daily
areas or schools. For more infor- OPTION C applications for next
THE LATTER DAY SAINTS
April 9 and 10. Students interested
A NEW OPPORTUNITY FOR mation contact the office of Stu- fall, winter and spring .quarters STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
in a tour, conducted by library STUDY IN DENMARK iS being of- dent Teaching, Department of will be accepted according to the (LOSSA) is offering several
faculty, should meet by the card fered by Scandinavian Seminar Education or call 963-3426.
following schedule: fall, Feb. classes for college credit this
catalog on the first floor at 1 or. 3 with two separate one-semester
20-March 20; winter, May quarter. For information call or
p.m. The tour lasts one hour.
programs, one in the fall and one in
JUNIOR, SENIOR AND 18-Aug. 21; spring, Nov. 20-Dec. visit the LOS Institute of Religion,
the spring, for college students and GRADUATE JOURNALISM 18.
907 N. D Street, 925-9416.
A 6-WEEK NUTRITION other adults. The first one will STUDENTS can apply for $825
WORKSHOP on "How to Control start at the end of July and extend scholarships from the Western
A GAY STUDENT SUPPORT · CWU STUDENTS, SAILORS inthe Munchies", begins April 14•. over the fall months until mid- Washington chapter of the Society GROUP has been formed on cam- terested in forming a ·sailing club
Contact the Student Health Center December, the other one will begin of Professional Journalists, Sigma pus. Persons interested should.con- call or write Bill Orth, P.O. Box 1
(963-1881) for sign-up.
in February and extend into June. Delta Chi, until April 20. The ap- tac Dr. Don Wise at the Counseling ; 1012, Ellensburg, 962-6678.
For further information, write to: plications are available in the Center, 963-1391. The atmosphere
YMCA CAMP DUDLEY has SCANDINAVIAN SEMINAR, 100 CWU Mass Media department. For of the group will be non- . THE OFFICE OF TESTING
positions available for summer East 85th Street, New York, NY more information contact Julie threatening and completely con- · AND EVALUATION has moved
jobs as cabin counselors and an 10028.
Emery, Society of Professional fidential.
from Sue Lombard to Bouillon 233.
arts and crafts director. Must be
available from July 2 - Aug. 10.
THE FOLLOWING SCHOOLS
Contact Sue at ~78 Mon. thru will have representatives at the
WE- PRo'v';bf. THE. rLl6HT,
Z' i=
3,EAU'.IFUL 1 TROPICAL
Fri. between 8-5 by May 1.
Career Planning & Placement
wouLD YOU 'OE INT£Rf:STTD FOOD, OUT t>oOR H/K'JN6
EL .S.A.L'/A DOR.
Center to interview interested canIN 11/../ ALL EXPENSE PAID CLOTHES AND J/IGHTL '/
f/REWOR't\S
~How.
A SUMMER TRIP TO NEW didates. Sign-up schedules are
1
./l-cJT.10fJ
f.
YORK is planned for all interested posted one week, to the day, before
ye.A ~16/!T
in meeting with top corporate ex- the arrival of the interviewers on
ecutives, evening entertainment campus, except when preon Broadway, and possible jot) con- screening. April 14, Wenatchee
nections. Trip will .be from June School District, elementary &
16-23. Contact Alan at 925-1335 for secondary-application required;
more information.
April 17 Portland Public Schools,

I
I

. I

\

I

SPECIAL HALFTIME ~AME

MEADOWLARK LEMON
& THE BUCKETEERS

vs.
THE ELLENSBURG DRIBBLERS,
A TEAM OF LOCAL NOTABL~S

with

. Marques Haynes,
World's Greatest
Dribbler and ·
· Amenca·s Greatest
Comedy Players'

.

APRIL 14th 7:00PM
NICHO~ ~0~' PAVILION
Central W :hington
. University

. TICKETS AT: .
SUB.INFORMATION BOOTH

Each player is sponsored by
local individuals
and businesses,
.
.
with _all ·proceeds ·going to the
Kittitas County Unit of the American Cancer Socie.t y.

)'

~'BUFFALO" BOB HARDs~ KXlE .MORNING MAN .Ol)d
Sporits Director, wilt -em cee thf!t halftir:ne festiv~ties.

c~w.u.

STEREOCRAFT Ellensburg
BUDGET·TAPES& .
RECORDS
Yakima

For information on becoming a sponsor
·with your tax. de~uctable ·contribution,·
contact. Dick Meier at .96·3-1515 ..

$4·.oo Students and
Children (12 and under) .
· $5.50 Adults

To BENEFIT the
-A merican Cancer, Soc~ety.

.

.

.

Presented by Rising Starr & ASC Productions
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Resident tuition rates
for graduate programs
Residents of five northwestern
states may enroll at resident tuition rates in selected graduate programs in the region through a n~w
program · to promote interstate
cooperation in higher education.
The Regional Graduate Programs Demonstration Project
coordinated by the Western Interstate Commission for Higher
Education (WICHE), will allow
students from Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington to
enroll in one of 33 specialized programs at 14 ·universities in the five
states.
The students from the
cooperating states will be charged
in-state tuition at public institutions, or greatiy reduced tuition at
the cooperating private college.
Equally qualified students from
the cooperating states will be given
some degree of preference in admission to the programs.
The programs selected for the
project are high-quality offerings
that are unique in the region. Examples are cold regions studies at
the University of Alaska; the doc-

New provisions

Central Washington University

RHC reports changes

for national

speaker or film.
He said the changes are designed
to attract more people to RHC
meetings where they can come and
ask questions and at the same time
learn. Inch stressed that the RHC
meetings should be a learning experience instead of "another boring meeting I have to go to."
Although he was unable to name
any specific colleges, Inch said
~· .!Veral representatives from
eastern campuses reported
positive results with the rotating
meetings, at the National Association of College and URiversity
Residence Hall Conference.
RHC vice-chairman Jenifer
Sc~mck said stude:1~.s can check
with their RHC hall representatatives, living group advisor or
dormatory manager for dates and
locations of future meetings.
The next RHC meeting will be
April 15 in Kamola Hall at 6 p.m.
Inch also announced that the
Pacific Association of College and
University Residence Halls will
hold their regional conference here
next fall. The com2rence will attrac~ . representatives from
Washington, Oregon, California,
Nevada, Guam, Hawaii and
Alaska.

BY PAT WHITLEY

toral program in forestry, wildlife,
and range sciences at the University of Idaho; master's and doctoral
programs in environmental
chemistry at Montana State
University; the doctoral program
in molecular biology at the University of Oregon and the nursing
science doctoral program at the
University of Washington.
Further information about the
Regional Graduate Studies
Demonstration Project, contact
the Graduate Education Proje$:!t at
WICHE, P.O. Drawer P, Boulder,
Colorado 80302, phone ( 303)
~97-0220.

Float scheduled
Central Outdoor Programs is
sponsoring a river float down the
Yakima River Saturday, April 11.
The cost is $3.50 per person and $6
per couple. The caravan leaves at
noon, returning by 6 p.m. Saturday. Participants should bring
snacks and be prepared for fun.
Those interested in making the trip
should be signed up in the SUB
Games Room by tomorrow.

Classified

student loans

Of the Campus Crier
Rotating meetings at residen~e

In accordance with the Higher
Education Amendments of 1980,
Congress has passed legislation effecting National Direct Student
Loan (ND~L) recipients. The new
provisions will ONLY effect the
money advanced to students after
October 1, 1980.
Student Accounts has an outline
of these new provisions and an addendurn which all recipients are
required to sign. Students can
review these new provisions and
sign the addendum when they pick
up their financial aid check or stop
by Student Accounts, 2nd floor,
Mitchell Hall.
The NDSL program is subject to
changes by Congress. Central is
complying with federal regulations
that will be enforced by thE!
Department of Education.
There will be an increase in the
interest rate from 3 percent to 4
percent for any monies borrowed
after June 30, 1981.
Students with questions regarh
ding the new regulations should
stop by Student Accounts, 2nd
floor, Mitchell Hall or call at
H63-3546.
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halls is one of several new concepts
which have been put into affect by
the Residence Hall Council this
spring.
The changes are designed to involve more students with the
organization, that acts as a liason
between students, administration
and other groups on campus.
Previously all meetings were held
in the SUB.
The RHC, a student operated
organization, raises money for
resident hall activities, settles prO.::
blems within the residence halls as
well as problems within the university that relate to residents.
Changes put into affect this
quarter by the RHC include
shortened, more informal
meetings 1 allowing students to
become acquainted with the
various residences around campus, and an educational segment of
each meeting emphasizing communication, leadership and improvement of residence halls.
Shane Inch, RHC chairperson,
said the educational segment of
each meeting will feature a special

FOUR SEASONS
HELP WANTED - Senior or graduate stu·

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.

dent in ed1,1cation to tutor non-reading adult in

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All 'fields.

basic reading and writing skills. P_art-time,

$500-1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info.

flexible hours, salary negotiable. Write: OAI,

Write IJC Box 52-WA3, Carona Del Mar, CA

P .0. Box 3491, Spokane, WA 99220.

92625.

cabin counselors, camp nurse or paramedic,
arts and crafts dire~tor. Apply at Yakfma YMCA Youth Dept., or call Sue Troianello

Research

catalog - 306 pages - 10,278 descriptive listings.

SCHWINN-APPROVED
WORLD® SPORT

Rush $1 (refundable) Box 25097C, Los Angeles,
CA 90025. (213' 477-8226.
ELECTROLYSIS

925-3678.

Permanent removal of unwanted hair.

lI

Coupon

:

!
!

10% off

!

any 10 Speed Purchased

·i ·

I

I

Private and confidential. For more informaGIRL CREW WANTED: Aggressive, 100-120

925~9134

116 E. 4th Ellensburg

!1..;....;.~=.;;;;;..::;;;.::...=.:=-::==~.=.:=====-=-=-====:..:::;:-=-=.:=-=.:::i

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
JOBS AVAILABLE: YMCA Camp Dudley-

SPORTING GOODS

I

l

tion call Midge Standley, 925-4353.

lb girl to crew on my Hobie-cat sailboat this

lI

Expires 4-18-81

L

spring and summer. Must have a sincere
desire to compete and win races. Contact Bill
Orth, P.O. Box 1012, 962-6678.

Cash for handguns, rifles, shotguns. Call
William, evenings at 925-5937.

ALSO: FREE LOCK

&iCABLE

with each

10 speed purchased until
Combinltion lock with h1rdenecl
lhlc:kle ind cable set

THOM•AN
IS TALKING
OPPORTUNITY!!
Thom McAn. leader in the field of footwear merchandising offers _
excellent opportunities for graduates interested in the field of
retail management.
.
We've built an ever-expanding organization of over 1200
stores throughout the United States and Puerto Rico. Our plans
are to add 300 more stores over the next three years. This
planned growth along with our present need for talented people
speHs OPPORTUNITY·
• to enter our management training program
• to receive promotions based entirely on performance
• to receive an excellent earnings and benefit package.
To find out more about our nationwide opportunities to enter
our "Fast Track" managel1l8nt training program contact yo1iu
placement office or send resume to:
DAN WOOD
1213 S. VAN NESS
SANTA ANA, CA 92707

•

A company representative will be interviewing on campus:
APRIL 23, 1981

~~Ci\n_
.
_ A Division of.Melville Corp
We are proud to be an equal opportunitt employer

4-18-81 s7 9 s value

.MSHIKL
REPAl.R ALL
'

I

ASSEMBLED FITTED AND
READY-TO - RIDE AT
NO EXTRA COST
FR~E 30-0AY CHECKUP TOO'

MAKES OF BIKE -

ATHLETIC SHOES
ADIDAS~-NIKE-TIGER-BROOKS--·PUMA-CONVERSE

------

r-~~..=;.;;;;;..=~=-=-=====-=:.=:.==:.=.;==::.::.:=-=~

Coupon

10% off
ADIDAS NIKE

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Expires 4-18-81
===-=-=============-====-=-=~~~----~j

One section of

shoes priced at

40% off ·__
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WE DELIVER .

925-1111

925-2222

5:00 P.M.

2;QO A.M. DAILY

·scHLITZ
%CASE
$4.75
925-1111 925-2222

SALAD BAR

FREE

GALLONS
11 AM 5PMDADAY TOGO
HEIDELBERG
THIS WEEK ONLY
$2.50
.(with your meal)

4/9 - 4/16

1(

TUESDAY TOOFERS
2 SCHOONERS FOR ONE
WITH A TOOFER ·
COLLECT YOUR TOOFERS NOW!!!

e

HOLIDAY
FINALS

•

HARDCORE

CAMPUS POLICE

S
12
19
26

OCTOlfl
M
I W T
I
1
6 1 I
9
ll " IS 16
10 21 12 13
77 18 79 )0

S

NOVfMIEI
M
I W
I f

S

llS-2151

f
S
)
I
10 11
11 •
11 2S

PIZZAS

)I

Cheese

l
• s
10 ti 12
17 II 19
2• 25 711>

&

e

1

H2-ln3

SHEAFF
t2MIA
CRISIS LINE
12M111
HOSPITAL
912-1141
HEALTH CENTER

1 or 2 Items

S
I

2
9
16
,.,.

CITY POLICE

...,..,

3 Item Combo

1 l II IS
20 11 22
11 la 19

or Vetie

e. e.

4 - 5 Items

Of Cf MIU
S .. I W I f
S
I 7 ) • S 6
1 I
IS
I• I~
11 II 19 10

REOISTRAR
IA-1111
TRANSCRIPTS
tA-1111

1•

nnn14u2•v

;.~a

..

IANUAIY
S ¥
I W
I
I
• s 6 1 •
ti 12 13 II IS
II 19 10 21 , ,
H 26 27 21 29

'11'

~'~I~
Wine
2

.
s
31

us

J()HANNl!.IE•C •llSUNC
CtotAflAU Sil MICMEltE

HOUSE OF ttOTHS(HllO

1.00

.,
6•

.,

us

7.11

l.H

I.JO

,,00

.71

llUNITI
lM<llUSCO

~(ttul

"''0.111

S

GAl

..

SCHUTZ LIGHT
TIJllORG

AMIAS$A~

,.00
UI

..

1.00

Beverages
COKE

JS

MILK

'SPRlTE
MR PIBB
SMALL. 35
MEDIUM •5

40

S
1
I•
ll
28

I

¥

W

S 6 1
12 I } I I
19 20 21
26 27 21

I
IS
1i
79

I F S
2 J •
9 10 11
16 17 111
2l 2• 2S
JO

s .. r w r ' s

s

J

•

10

111 12

I

2

6

7

•

9

I)

U

l;S

16

11 tt 19 20 21 22 2l
.... 15 16 11 71 29 •

,

OUENCM

OAAPE

SPfWTE

JAii

ORANGE

{)fT A()() T BEEA

I

W

I

2

)

,
T

•

f

S

S

6

1

8 ••••

,.

IS

16

''

••

11 21 n 11 is
le 19 JO

I]

19 20

u

11

ROOTSEER

CAI-IS OF POP 50
COllE
JRE$CA

M

LARGE .55

PER GLASS .90

l~EGS Ttl t•tt?
,_ ____

MAICH
I
W
I . f

IUNf

rrNK <.HAILIS

VIN •OU

S.

J

I 2 J • S 6
8 9 10 ti 17 IJ
IS 16 • • • •
u 1) 2• JS 16 11
29 JO JI

S

COl'FEE

lOGANIURY

T

MAY

CARl..S8ERG CARK 11.00

(COMPARE OUR PRICES TO STORE PRICES!
9·PACK IZ.50
HALF CASE 14.71
FUU. CASE ... H
WATCH FOR WEEKLY
SPECIALS ON CASES TO GO FOR 17.71

OTHHWINES
,IUIGUNDY

W

IMPORTS

BEER TO 001

ffUTONIA
UllFRA.Mll(M

T

I

COi.T 4$
SCHUTZ BULL
COLUMBIA
£Al.NIGER
TUllOAG OARK

UoHt

r.,..,.... •

Pl,,..,,,. •

30 3 I

.,.,t

HEIDEL8EAG
SCHUTZ
OUl Mil.WAUKEE

llUNITf
llANCO

.1$

M

S

CARLSllERG

(HAil iS

.. ..

OCHUT%.....

,,70

A...ASSADOll
FUNCH CO\OMIAID

M

BOTTLES AND CANS .115

IM1l1AVINI

CAH'""ff SAUVIGNON

10

us

HOUSf OF IOTHS(HllO

lAMllUKO
•)

us

3
10
17
•

t•

HEIDll&llG • SCHLITZ
SCHLITZ MAU LIQUOI IULL

ICHOOfrilfR

(HA.TEA.UST( MK:Hlllf
CHINIH llANC

1
9
16
1l

PflppelOnl • S.usege • ~ • Bledt Ollw.
Clln11dllln Becon • a,..n ,,.,..,. • Onions
FtWh
Shdmp

ONTAP' ...

us

SfMlllON llANC

IOllDlAUX
I()
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Beer

M>Till

(HAJlAU ST( Ml(Hlllt

MO!JTON CADIT
JS

'hlOTill
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HINTS ON ORDERING-PIZZAS

All NEW SIUCTIONS I
GlAH

·

HUUAIY
S

MENU

PLACEIENT

19 lO JI

U

AOOTREEA
Mfl P188

rtAWMIAN Pl INCH

THERE Will BE A
SS 00 CHARGE ON
ALL CHECKS
RETURNED

Choose your ingredients for your PIZZA. And you mrt order your
PIZZA with diffentnt in9ntcfients on MCh hllf. Find the mpptOpiat. sin
according to your groups' 9J>P9lite.

. 8''
10"
12"
14u

Pim
Pim
Pim
Pim

"'"'
........
"'"'
..,....

1 penon
1-2 ,......
2·3 .......
M penoN

1rP1zza ...... ._.,._.
. . . Pizza ...... 5-7 .........
2'.. Plaa ...... 1-1 .......

The ~t popullr pizza is the ..COMBO:.. Pepperoni, Saaage,
Mushrooms and Black C>Wes. You rney allo order with -.,..,. ..
ol •nr itttm rou c~.

Please allow 30 minutes for your Custom Pizza
20 minutes for Grinders

..

. __ _

.,,_..,_,,.,....
~---,.,,,,..., .,,.;.......QUUll
SUS

(CM -

IA-1115
NICHOLSON PAV.
IA-1111
ADllll I QttS
IA-1t11

c...aOt

.45 ......

Onnge

•

.15

...

C«*8

...._.

Call•

"""mAL

Tab

RootBMr
Fresca
Sftwbeny

.55 ......

&.... Pllb

l!YouQll)

GRINDERS
C.Mdt.n Bacon or Rout Beel or Yegle.
A Hot Sandwich of Vour Choice
Baked and Garnished with CheeSe. Pickles,
Tomatoes and Onions. Served with Potiato Chips.

SMALL
$1 .95

DEAN OF STU. DEY•

Quench

salads
A VISff TO ntE SAUD MIL • .

IA-1111
LmARY
IA-1121
PRODUCTIOll LAii
IA-1142
FINANCtAL AIDS
IU-1111
HOUSING
IA-1111
COUNSELING
llS-1391

MEDIUM
$2.95

LARGE
$3.7.S

Spr"9
Diet Root Beer
Hmwlian~

